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1 Introduction

The optics of the ocean are veiy different from  those of the atm osphere. Light is m uch 
m ore strongly absorbed and scattered. Despite the difficulties, optical systems have 
been w idely applied in  fishery research and m anagem ent. These applications include, 
bu t are not lim ited to: abundance surveys using video and  still cameras, airborne 
lidar (light detection and ranging), supporting data for acoustic m easurem ents, 
behavioural studies, observations of fishery operations, and  habitat classification. 
N ew  applications are continually being developed and m ade possible by the array of 
optical technologies available. M any use simple digital still or video cameras. For 
operation at depths greater than  a few tens of metres, w here there is little am bient 
light, low-light-level cameras and artificial lighting are often used. Lasers have found 
application in a num ber of configurations, including airborne lidars that operate like 
vertical echosounders, holographic cameras, and laser-imaging systems designed to 
increase image contrast in  the presence of scattering in the water. There are a num ber 
of practical factors that affect the perform ance of optical systems. These include the 
capability of the platform, geolocation, data processing, m etadata, calibration, and of 
course estim ate of m easurem ent uncertainties.

1.1 O verview  of this repo rt

This report begins w ith  a brief review  of the optical properties of the ocean, which 
determ ine w hat is possible w ith  optical systems. These properties can vaiy 
considerably from  familiar acoustical properties. For example, in the clearest waters, 
66% of the light is scattered and absorbed over distances of tens of metres, whereas 
sound can travel m uch farther, depending on wavelength. However, the transm ission 
of optical energy through the a ir-sea  interface is ca. 98% at near-norm al incidence, 
whereas the corresponding transm ission for acoustic energy is ca. 0.1%, and all 
acoustic systems in use are operated in contact w ith the ocean. This review  is 
followed by a description of available optical technologies, some of the issues that 
m ust be considered in their use, and practical applications.

Several commonly used optical techniques have not been included in order to 
concentrate on m ore recent technology. Visual observations, often aided by 
binoculars, from  aircraft and surface vessels have long been used, especially for 
counts of seabirds and m arine mam m als. Similarly, visual observations by divers 
have been im portant in, for example, coral reef m onitoring (Samoilys and Carlos, 
2000). The use of microscopes in plankton studies is considered to be a well- 
developed technology and beyond the scope of this report. U nderw ater cameras and 
video have been used extensively by divers, and by m anned and  unm anned 
submersibles, to collect images w ithout quantitative analysis. We will only discuss 
applications w here images have been used for quantitative analyses.
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2 Ocean optics

James Churnside

This section presents a brief overview  of the optical properties of the ocean that are 
relevant to the techniques described in this report. M ore details can be found in 
several good books on the topic (Jerlov, 1976; Shifrin, 1988; Mobley, 1994). There are 
three physical optical effects to be considered: refraction, absorption, and scattering. 
These produce the inherent optical properties, which depend only on the 
characteristics of the m edium , and the apparent optical properties, w hich also 
depend on the characteristics of illum ination. There are also tw o bio-optical processes 
of importance: fluorescence and bioluminescence. Standard notations for commonly 
used param eters are presented in Table 2.1.

T able 2.1. C om m on ocean-optics param eters and  units.

Symbol Definition Unit

n Refractive index unltless

X Wavelength nanometre (nm)

a Absorption coefficient nr1
P Power watts

b Scattering coefficient nr1
ip Scattering angle sr or degree

P Volume scattering function m_1s r 1

S~ Phase function (ß/,^ s r 1

bb Backscattering nr1
c Total attenuation nr1
(1)0 Single-scattering albedo (b/t) unltless

Zs Secchi depth m

Kd Dlffuse-attenuatlon coefficient m-i

Rus Remote-sensing reflectance (ratio of the water-leaving radiance In the zenith direction 
to the Irradiance Incident on the surface)

s r 1

Light is a transverse electrom agnetic wave that propagates at 3.00 M IL m s in a 
vacuum , bu t slightly slower through a m aterial m edium  such as seawater. Because it 
is a transverse wave, the m edium  can also affect the azim uthal angle of the electric 
field w ith respect to some reference plane. This azim uth angle defines polarization, 
w hich can be linear if the angle does not change, or circular if the angle rotates 
around the direction of propagation. In unpolarized light, the azim uthal angle is 
completely random ized. As an example of the principles, sunlight is unpolarized, but 
light scattered from  the sky is partially linearly polarized by the scattering process.

2.1 Inheren t optical p roperties

The refractive index is, in general, a complex num ber. The real part n is the ratio of 
the speed of light in a vacuum  to that in the m edium . For seawater, n is ca. 1.33, w ith 
a weak dependence on wavelength, tem perature, and salinity. For visible light, the 
correction is less than  1 % for the range of tem peratures and salinities encountered in 
nature. This produces a surface reflection of ca. 2% for near-norm al incidence. It is 
this low  surface reflection that allows optical systems to operate across the a ir-w ate r 
interface. The in-w ater propagation angle is ca. 75% of the in-air angle for small 
(near-norm al incidence) angles. The im aginary part is the absorption of the material, 
bu t the absorption coefficient is more commonly used.
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The absorption coefficient a includes contributions from  water, dissolved substances, 
and particles. It is defined as the fractional decrease in pow er through absorption as a 
function of range, and  has units of m . This implies that

P {si) = ^(•So)eXP [-« (ii - 5o)]

describes the pow er P in  a beam  that has propagated along the line from  s0 to s in a 
uniform ly absorbing m edium . The absorption of pure seaw ater is strongly 
w avelength-dependent, w ith  a m inim um  in the blue region of the visible spectrum  
(Figure 2.1). Dissolved organic substances absorb m ore strongly at shorter 
wavelengths, and chlorophyll has an absorption m inim um  at ca. 600 ran. The 
com bined effect is to shift the absorption m inim um  tow ards green in coastal waters.

£

WHJ
/. (nm)

Figure 2.1. A bsorption  coefficien t o f pure seaw ater «water (no d isso lv ed  organic m aterial) vs. 
w a velen gth  w ith  the v is ib le  spectrum  at the top for reference. (Source: M obley , 1994.)

The scattering coefficient b includes contributions from  molecules as well as larger 
particles. It is defined in the same w ay as the absorption coefficient. Molecular 
scattering is isotropic, because molecules are m uch sm aller than  optical wavelengths. 
M ost optical scattering, on the other hand, is by particles that are m uch larger than 
optical wavelengths, and m ost of the scattering is in  the forw ard direction. The 
scattering in any particular direction 'F is described by the volum e scattering function 
ß (Figure 2.2), which has units of m sí' . The integral of ß over all solid angles is b. 
The ratio ß/b is the phase function ö. The integral of ß over all solid angles w ith 
scattering angle > n /2  is the backscatter coefficient fa. The total attenuation of a 
narrow  optical beam  is given by c = a + b. The ratio b/c is the single-scattering albedo 
cao. Table 2.2 presents typical values of absorption and scattering param eters for the 
same typical w ater types considered in Figure 2.2.

E

Figure 2.2. M easured va lu es o f the vo lum e scattering fun ction  ß vs. scattering angle  'I' for several 
w ater types at A = 514 nm . (Source: M obley , 1994.)
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T able 2.2. T ypical absorption  co effic ien t a, scattering coeffic ien t b, beam -attenuation coeffic ien t c, 
single-scattering a lbedo  a>0, backscattering ratio bi/b, and  m ed ian  value o f the scattering angle  'I' 
(in degrees) for pure w ater and  several natural w ater types. A ll va lu es are for green  (A = 514 n m  or 
530 nm ) light.

Water type ■(nr1) dim"1) elm"1) 100 bh/b Median T

Pure seawater 0.0405 0.0025 0.043 0.058 0.500 90.00

Clear ocean 0.114 0.037 0.151 0.247 0.044 6.25

Coastal ocean 0.179 0.219 0.398 0.551 0.013 2.53

Turbid harbour 0.366 1.824 2.190 0.833 0.020 4.68

Scattering also affects the polarization properties of light. Polarized light is generally 
described by the four-elem ent Stokes vector, w here the four elements describe optical 
intensity, the degree of linear polarization in a reference plane defined by an arbitrary 
azim uth angle, the degree of linear polarization in a plane w ith  azim uth angle 45° 
from  the reference plane, and the degree of circular polarization. In the m ost general 
case, the scattering coefficient is replaced by the 4 x 4  M ueller matrix, w hich relates 
the scattered Stokes vector to the incident Stokes vector.

A full polarim etric description of light in the ocean is beyond the scope of this report, 
bu t a couple of general features are w orth  noting: (i) laser light is generally polarized, 
bu t scattering in the ocean tends to decrease the degree of polarization; and (ii) 
natural light is unpolarized, bu t scattering in the ocean tends to increase the degree of 
polarization.

2 .2  A pparen t optical p roperties

One of the easiest of the optical properties to m easure is Secchi depth  Zs, w hich is the 
depth  at w hich a white disk w ith a diam eter of 30 a n  is no longer visible. Typically, 
the disk is slowly low ered and the depth  at w hich it disappears from  sight is noted. 
The disk is then low ered slightly farther and slowly raised until it reappears. The 
average of the tw o depths is taken to be the Secchi depth. If done in calm seas w ith 
the sun nearly overhead, this provides a m easure of w ater clarity.

Another useful optical property is the diffuse-attenuation coefficient Kd , which 
describes the attenuation of natural light w ith depth. This quantity also depends on 
wavelength, and is typically m easured by lowering a num ber of radiom eters 
sensitive to different wavelengths into the water. As w ith Secchi depth, the diffuse- 
attenuation coefficient provides a good indication of w ater clarity for m easurem ents 
m ade in  calm seas w ith the sun high in  the sky. U nder these conditions, the diffuse- 
attenuation coefficient is approxim ated by Ko = a + bb. We can also obtain a rough 
estim ate of Secchi depth  from  (Hou et ah, 2007)

w ith Kd and c m easured at a w avelength near the peak of the hum an visual response 
at 530 nm.

The characteristics of the diffuse-attenuation coefficient have been used to 
characterize different w ater types (Jerlov, 1976; A ustin and Petzold, 1986). Figure 2.3 
presents the spectral dependence of the diffuse-attenuation coefficient for the open 
ocean (I, IA, IB, II, and III) and coastal (1, 3, 5, 7, and 9) types. W aters are also 
characterized as Case 1, in w hich the optical properties are dom inated by the effects 
of phytoplankton, or Case 2, in  w hich the effects of suspended sediments, dissolved
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organic matter, and terrigenous particles are evident. These cases generally 
correspond to the Jerlov open-ocean Types I—III and coastal Types 1 -9 , respectively.

aoi uca
l(nm)

Figure 2.3. T he d iffuse-attenu ation  coeffic ien t Kd v s . w av elen g th  A for open  ocean (I, IA , IB, II, 
and III) and coastal (1, 3, 5, 7, and  9) w ater types. (Source: M obley , 1994.)

For m ore than ten years, m easurem ents of ocean colour have been available from 
satellite instrum ents. These instrum ents m easure the incident radiance at the top of 
the atm osphere at several wavelengths. These m easurem ents are converted into an 
apparent optical property of the ocean, referred to as the remote-sensing reflectance 
R r s , which is defined as the ratio of the water-leaving radiance in  the zenith direction 
to the irradiance incident on the surface. From  the w avelength dependence of this 
quantity, estim ates can be m ade for chlorophyll concentration, level of suspended 
sediments, and the diffuse-attenuation coefficient. M uch m ore inform ation is 
available on the National Aeronautics and  Space A dm inistration (NASA) ocean 
colour website (http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/).

2 .3  Bio-optical p roperties

In addition to the physical properties described above, there are tw o ocean properties 
of interest here that are biological in origin. The first is fluorescence, w hich is the 
process by which a complex molecule absorbs a photon of light at one energy level 
and emits a photon at a lower energy level. Of particular im portance in the ocean is 
the fluorescence of the pigm ent chlorophyll a, w hich absorbs in the b lue-green  region 
of the visible spectrum  and fluoresces in  the red.

The other biological property of interest is bioluminescence, in which light is 
p roduced through a chemical reaction. It is exhibited by a w ide variety of organism s 
in the ocean. Certain bacteria will lum inesce for long periods of tim e once a critical 
cell density is reached. Dinoflagellates will em it light w hen they are physically 
stim ulated. Certain deep-w ater fish use bioluminescence to attract prey. Cephalopods 
use bioluminescence in m ating rituals.

http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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3 Optical technologies

James Churnside, Arne Fjälling, Jules S. Jaffe, M ichael Jech, Bo Lundgren, Tim  
E. Ryan, and W. Waldo W akefield

This chapter provides a brief description of the technologies available at the time this 
report was w ritten. There continues to be rap id  advances in optical technologies in 
term s of price and perform ance that create new  opportunities. Examples include the 
num ber of pixels available from  charge-coupled device (CCD; visible) and 
m icrobolom eter (infrared) arrays.

3.1 C am eras

In essence, a camera is a device that uses an optical lens to project an im age onto a 
sensor that allows perm anent storage of that image. Recent advances in electronic 
sensors and  digital storage m edia have m ade the silver halide-based photographic 
em ulsion that has been the basis of photography for m ore than  a hundred  years, 
almost obsolete. There are a num ber of different electronic-sensor technologies that 
have different perform ance characteristics and, therefore, different applications. This 
section categorizes and discusses cameras according to their sensor technologies.

The basic principles of photography are well docum ented, and the reader is referred 
to the m any texts and resources on this subject. In any application, several factors 
need to be considered. A lens of longer focal length will provide greater 
m agnification and hence a finer spatial resolution, bu t a sm aller field of view. In a 
"zoom" lens, the effective focal length can be adjusted to provide the best 
com bination of field of view and spatial resolution for the conditions. A smaller 
aperture (larger f-stop) will generally produce a greater depth  of focus, bu t less 
sensitivity at low  light levels. This param eter is also variable on m any photographic 
lenses. A slower shutter speed will generally produce greater sensitivity at low light 
levels, bu t m ore m otion b lur if the camera or subject is moving.

Cam era sensitivity is often specified in lux (lx), w here 1 lx = 1 lum en m 2 = 1 candela 
sr m 2. The candela (cd) is a fundam ental SI unit, defined as:

the lum inous intensity, in  a given direction, of a source that emits 
m onochrom atic radiation of frequency 540 * IO12 H z (a w avelength of ca. 
555 nm) and that has a radiant intensity in that direction of 1/683 w att per 
steradian (Thompson and Taylor, 2008).

The illum inance at the surface on a clear day w ith  the sun directly overhead is ca. 
105lx. O n a cloudy day, it will be around 103lx. These values decrease rapidly w ith 
depth  at a rate determ ined by the diffuse-attenuation coefficient. For example, 
consider the "coastal ocean" case in  Table 2.2. On a cloudy day, the illum inance will 
be ca. 10 lx at a depth  of 25 m.

Cameras are som ew hat arbitrarily separated into "video" or "still" cameras, 
depending on w hether images are taken at video-fram e rates (for example 25 or 
30 Hz). This distinction is breaking dow n to some extent because a convergence 
betw een the tw o m odes is occurring; m any still cameras now  have the capability to 
record in a video m ode and/or take still images at increasingly fast fram e rates. 
Similarly, video cameras offer still-capture capability, and/or the resolution of 
"captured" video frames can be of sufficient quality to use as still images. W hen 
choosing betw een systems, it is perhaps helpful to consider the prim ary objective of
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the camera. Is it to capture moving images or to "freeze" them  at a m om ent in time? 
At the time of writing, we see still- and video-cam era systems continue their rap id  
advances. Therefore, it seems that dedicated still or video systems, in  keeping w ith 
their respective prim ary purposes, will continue to provide the highest possible 
perform ance for some time to come.

3.1.1. Charge-coupled devices, complementary metal oxide semiconductors

The m ost com m on camera type is a silicon CCD, w hich provides a digital image. 
These types of sensors are used for consum er digital still and video cameras as well 
as a variety of specialized industrial applications. C onsum er still and video cameras 
are advancing so rapidly that w hatever we m ight say about their specifications will 
be obsolete before publication. The m ost up-to-date inform ation can be found from 
the m anufacturers.

A CCD has an array of capacitors, which are photoactive, and a transm ission area. As 
the light from  an im age is focused on the capacitor array via the lens, the capacitors 
accum ulate an electric charge that is proportional to the am ount of light received. A 
circuit then controls the transfer of each capacitor's contents to each of its neighbours, 
which, in turn, pass the contents to their neighbours and ultim ately to a charge 
am plifier and  digitizer. This digital inform ation is then stored for later processing or 
visualization. The sensitivity of the photoactive region is the limiting factor for 
acquiring an im age in  low-light conditions. The m ost com m on m aterial for the 
photoactive region is silicon w ith mixes of other elements.

Some cameras also use com plem entary m etal oxide sem iconductor (CMOS) imaging 
chips, w hich can be lighter and use less power, bu t are generally less sensitive. For 
example, almost all cameras in  mobile phones use CMOS technology. Recent 
advances in CMOS technology, such as the scientific CMOS (sCMOS, 
www .scm os.com ) have im proved im age quality to the point w here m ultim egapixel 
images can be obtained w ith high dynam ic range and quantum  efficiency.

Digital still cameras can be broadly grouped into three categories.

1 ) compact "point-and-shoot" style cameras, which are small and light, w ith
m ost having only autom atic exposure and focus controls;

2 ) "bridge" cameras, w hich are physically similar to single-lens reflex (SLR)
cameras and generally have m ore functionality and user control than 
compact cameras;

3 ) digital single-lens reflex (DSLR) cameras. These cameras offer through-the-
lens framing, various degrees of m anual and autom atic control, the ability 
to interchange lenses, and the ability to interface w ith external strobes. 
They are generally m ore expensive, heavier, and larger than  the first two 
categories.

A key consideration w hen building a system  will be w hether the camera can be 
controlled externally and w hat additional inform ation (e.g. camera settings, GPS 
(global positioning system) tim e and position) can be stored w ith  the images.

Recording video cameras (camcorders) integrate a video camera, recording media, 
and battery pow er supply into a portable hand-held  unit. For some applications, they 
offer a very convenient and cost-effective solution. As is the case for digital still 
cameras, external control can be an im portant consideration. The ability to overlay 
text, such as tim e or position data, on the video im age m ay also be desirable. There is 
a choice betw een cameras w ith one or three CCDs, w ith  the form er being cheaper,

http://www.scmos.com
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but the latter generally having better low-light capability and colour definition. 
Com m on video standards include phase alternating line (PAL) outside N orth 
America, National Television System Committee (NTSC) w ithin N orth  America, and, 
m ore recently, high definition (HD). The HD cameras operate w ith either a full scan 
of the array at 50 or 60 Hz (progressive high definition, or HDp) or w ith alternate 
scans of even and  odd  num bered rows to produce im ages at 25 or 30 H z (interlaced 
high definition, or HDi). The recording m edia are moving from  tape and optical disk 
tow ards direct-to-disk internal hard  drive (i.e. solid state) or flash m em ory (a.k.a. 
flash RAM). A n alternative to using recording video cameras is to feed a video output 
from  a stand-alone video camera to a video-capture device. The ou tpu t of the video
capture device can then be recorded directly to a com puter hard  drive. Machine- 
vision cameras are now  becoming available for underw ater uses. M achine-vision 
cameras are digitally controlled and tend to be m ore complex to operate, bu t they 
provide greater control over image quality and acquisition.

Commercially produced underw ater camera systems have the advantage of being 
available "off the shelf" and designed as a "turn-key" solution to a range of common 
situations. They are already proven in the field and  well supported  by the suppliers. 
A n exhaustive list of CCD m anufacturers is not possible because the m arket is 
changing rapidly. We provide a few examples of cameras that have been used in 
fisheiy applications and provide examples of image quality that is currently 
available. Deep Sea Power and Light Micro-SeaCam 1050 and  Deep Sea Pow er and 
Light SSC-5000 low-light cameras are tw o robust cameras that have been used to 
image Atlantic herring (Clupea harengus) in the N orthw est Atlantic (e.g. Figure 3.1). 
The Micro-SeaCam 1050 is a small (10 cm length by 5 cm diam eter) camera w ith a M> in 
CCD sensor that can acquire images dow n to 0.05 lx (at f/1.2) or 0.271x at f/2.8. The 
SSC-5000 is a "low-light" camera that is larger (25 cm length by 9.5 a n  diameter), but 
has a Vi in  CCD sensor that can acquire im ages to 10~3 lx at f/0.8.

Figure 3.1. D ig ita l im age o f sp aw n in g  A tlantic herring (Clupea harengus) during O ctober 2001 on  
G eorges Bank. T he im age w as acquired w ith  a M icro-SeaC am  1050 CCD black-and-w hite  camera. 
External lig h tin g  w as u sed  for illum ination . (Im age courtesy o f W. M ichaels, N O A A  Fisheries.)

The new est generation CCD cameras can obtain high-resolution (e.g. 2048 * 2048 
pixels) images w ith  high dynam ic range (e.g. 16 bit) and at high frame rates (e.g. 10- 
30 frames per second (fps), depending on resolution). For example, PCO's
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(w w w .pco.de) Pixelfly 1024 * 1280 pixel resolution CCD camera, w ith 12 bits of 
dynam ic range, has been used to image the seabed in order to survey the geological 
and biological habitat (Figure 3.2; A rm strong et ah, 2006).

Figure 3.2. A  1024 x 1280 p ixel im age of fish  and invertebrates on  the seabed . Com pare w ith  Figure  
3.1, w h ich  w as taken nearly a decade earlier. (Photo courtesy o f H. S ingh , W oods H ole  
O ceanographic Institution .)

Provided that there is the capability to design and build, custom ized systems offer 
m any advantages.

1 ) They give access to a diverse range of products that can be selected
according to the application. D epending on the application, the designer 
has a choice ranging from  veiy low-cost products from  the m ass consum er 
m arket to professional-grade, high-end products.

2 ) It is possible to adopt new  models, usually w ith a better specification,
low er cost, or both, as they come onto the market.

3 ) They can allow a high degree of control on how  the camera operates and,
im portantly, integrates and synchronizes w ith (or to) other instrum ents.

The disadvantages are that custom ized systems require in-house expertise and 
cannot be sim ply purchased off the shelf. The developm ent and build  lead-tim es can 
be lengthy, and a new ly built system  requires testing and  carries the risk of failure.

One potential application, of course, is airborne video for docum enting surface 
schools. Figure 3.3 is an example of a school of A tlantic m enhaden (Brevoortia 
tyrannus) taken w ith an HD video from  an altitude of 300 m. This school is at a colour 
front on the shallow shelf in the western Atlantic and extends from  the surface to the 
bottom.

http://www.pco.de
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Figure 3.3. V ideo  im age o f a fish  school (dark region  ju st above the tim e stam p). (Photo courtesy  
o f J. C h um sid e.)

3.1.2. Low light level

The silicon intensifier-target (SIT) and intensified silicon intensifier-target (ISIT) 
camera technologies, w hich have been the m ainstay of low-light cameras for the past 
few decades, are becoming obsolete technologies. For example, Kongsberg produced 
its final SIT camera in 2006. The sensor was based on glass vacuum -tube technology, 
which is the m ain reason for its recent demise. A lthough the SIT technology was 
originally developed for night-vision applications on land, the SIT sensor sensitivity 
peaked in  the b lue-green  region of the visible spectrum, w hich was advantageous for 
w orking underw ater. ISIT cameras still have some of the best sensitivities of IO-5 to 
10 6 lx (e.g. W ardle and Haii, 1993) and are still utilized for applications w here a 
pow er supply is not an issue (e.g. Heger et al., 2008).

The intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD), as its nam e suggests, intensifies light 
and can be used in lower light environm ents than  standard  CCD cameras. It is 
im portant to note that both ultim ately use a CCD detector. These cameras have 
extensive use in night-vision applications. In addition to intensifying the incident 
light, intensifiers can be designed to accentuate different w avelengths (or part of the 
electrom agnetic spectrum) and because of the intensified light, gate speeds (i.e. 
shutter speed) can be faster than  w ith  CCD cameras. For example, ICCD cameras can 
utilize intensifiers that accentuate the U V-blue range, visible, or near-infrared regions 
and have gate speeds on a picosecond time-scale. The high gate speeds m akes these 
devices useful for range-gated laser im aging (see Section 3.6). Fourth generation (Gen 
IV) intensifiers were introduced recently, although earlier technology (Gen II and 
Gen III) are still available. The perform ance of intensifiers is often stated in  term s of 
quantum  efficiency (QE), w hich is the fraction of incident photons that are detected. 
Gen II intensifiers have QEs of ca. 25%, whereas the later-generation intensifiers have 
QEs of 40-50% . For com parison w ith  CCD cameras, a Remote Ocean Systems (ROS), 
Inc. low-light-level ICCD television camera has a sensitivity of 1 0 4lx (full video) to 
IO-5 lx (at the faceplate) w ith a Gen III U ltra Blue intensifier.
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The low-light capability makes ICCDs useful for several applications, including 
operations near the bottom  of the photic zone and in  the air. Below the photic zone, 
faint, red  illum ination can be used (W idder et al., 2005) to collect images w ithout 
affecting anim al behaviour. The Eye-in-the-Sea (http://w w w .team orca.org/ 
cfiles/eyeinthesea.cfm) is an example of an underw ater application of an ICCD using 
faint red  illumination. Figure 3.4 shows the im age of a squid taken w ith  this 
instrum ent. An ICCD is capable of detecting fish schools at night from  aircraft 
through bioluminescence, if sufficient concentrations of bioluminescing organism s 
are present (Roithmayr, 1970; Squire and Krumboltz, 1981). Because of the low-light 
capability, an image intensifier has also been used in a hyperspectral camera (Bowles 
et al., 1998). The am ount of light w ithin a narrow  spectral band  m ay be low, even if 
the total light level is not.

Squid

—

Figure 3.4. ICCD im age of a sq u id  taken w ith  the E ye-in-the-Sea. (Photo courtesy o f E. W idder.)

A recent technology for low-light levels is the electron m ultiplying charge-coupled 
device (EMCCD). A lthough the ICCD has an amplification stage on the front of the 
CCD, the EMCCD adds an electron-m ultiplication register after the CCD readout 
register (Coates et ah, 2004; W eber et ah, 2010). The sensitivity can be similar to an 
ICCD. This technology is likely to overtake ICCD technology low-light-level 
underw ater cameras in future. It should be noted that images from  both ICCD and 
EMCCD under low-light levels tend  to be noisy. This is a fundam ental limitation 
caused by quantum  fluctuations in photon num ber w hen the num ber of detected 
photons per pixel is low.

3.1.3. Infrared

Infrared (IR), or therm al, cameras are for capturing images of heat radiated  in  either 
the 3 -5  or 7 -14  pm  w avelength bands w here the atm osphere is relatively 
transparent. The ocean is not transparent at these wavelengths, w ith  a penetration 
depth  of only ca. 10 pm. Thus, they are only useful for above-surface operation and 
only for w arm -blooded animals, such as birds or m arine mammals.

The National Oceanic and A tm ospheric A dm inistration (NOAA) and Airborne 
Technologies, Inc. have used a commercial thermal-IR camera for aerial surveys. The

http://www.teamorca.org/
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camera is a Raytheon Control IR 2000 B, designed for industrial and surveillance 
applications. It uses an uncooled ferroelectric (barium  strontium  titanate) detector 
array w ith  a spectral response of 7 -14  pm. The array is 320x240 pixels, which is 
converted to NTSC format, and then digitized at 720 x 480 pixels. Cam era sensitivity 
was m easured to be ca. 0.1 Kelvin.

The prim ary application was the detection of sea lions at night. This was based on 
earlier w ork (Thomas and Thorne, 2001), in w hich a therm al IR camera on a surface 
ship was used to docum ent Steller sea lions (Eumetopias jubatus) feeding on herring 
(Clupea pallasii) at night. The camera was flown at an altitude of ca. 300 m, producing 
a pixel size at the surface of 34 a n . Sea lions and birds were clearly visible (Figure 
3.5), although better im age resolution w ould provide better identification. The wakes 
behind whales near the surface were also detected (Churnside et al., 2009b), although 
the whales them selves were not.

Figure 3.5. Therm al-IR im ages. (Left) Three sea lio n s. Each head  is  a bright (warm) sp ot in  the  
im age. The anim als are m ovin g  tow ard the bottom  o f the im age, lea v in g  a w arm  w ake. T his w ak e  
is  caused b y  the d isruption  of the cool sk in  layer at the surface. (Right) Seabirds on the surface. 
Each bird is  an u n reso lved  bright (warm) spot. Sp ecies id en tifica tion  is  not p o ss ib le  w ith  th is  
resolution .

The camera used is typical of those on the market, w ith  a spectral response of 7 -  
14 pm, detector array of 320 x 240 pixels, and sensitivity of ca. 0.1 Kelvin. There are 
cameras available that operate in the 3 -5  pm  band. These use cooled detectors, which 
have been largely superseded by uncooled detectors w orking at the longer 
wavelengths. They can be m ore sensitive, however, because of the cooled detector. 
H igher resolution cameras (640 x 480 pixels) are also available and are likely to 
become m ore common. The cost of these cameras starts at ca. US$7000-8000, bu t is 
expected to continue to drop, as m ore commercial applications lead to larger 
production volumes. One other difference betw een these cameras is w hether they are 
calibrated to provide an absolute tem perature scale. For those that do, the accuracy is 
typically 2 -3  Kelvin. Commercially available cameras range from  the IR camera 
ICI7320, w hich weighs 0.15 kg and requires only a universal serial bus (USB) 
connection, to m ore advanced infrared (FLIR) systems that come in pods m ounted 
externally on aircraft, w ith  complete m otion stabilization and  control and feature 
tracking.
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3.2 Lidar
Shortly after airborne lidar was tested for defence applications, it was recognized that 
fish schools could be detected by the same technique (Squire and Krumboltz, 1981). 
The appeal for fishery applications is the same as that for m ilitary applications: large 
areas of the ocean can be covered m uch m ore quickly by an aircraft than by a ship, 
bu t neither sound nor m ost forms of electrom agnetic energy can penetrate into the 
ocean from  above the surface. Light in the b lu e-g reen  region of the spectrum  is the 
notable exception, and backscatter lidars have been used for the detection of fish 
schools, individual fish, and  plankton layers, validating theoretical predictions 
(Krekova et al., 1994; M itra and Churnside, 1999). Fluorescence lidar can provide 
airborne estim ates of concentrations of chlorophyll a and other pigm ents (Gauldie et 
ah, 1996), bu t will not be discussed here.

The operation of a backscatter lidar is veiy similar in concept to a vertical 
echosounder. A short pulse of laser light is directed dow n into the ocean. As it travels 
down, it is scattered from  fish and sm aller particles in the ocean; the strength of the 
re tu rn  provides inform ation about the density of scatterers, w hereas the time taken 
for the re tu rn  provides depth  information. Repeated pulses as the aircraft moves 
along build  u p  an im age of the depth  profiles of scatterers along the flight track. 
Figure 3.6 is an example of raw  data from  the NOAA airborne fish lidar, FLOE (Fish 
Lidar, Oceanic, Experimental).

Figure 3.6. Sam ple o f raw  data file  from  the Bering Sea. T he dark band near the top o f the im age  
is  the w ater surface. Birds are seen  ju st above the surface, and a school o f fish  is  at the right. 
(Source: C hurnside e t al., 2011b.)

FLOE provides a good example of the capabilities. The laser produces 10 nsec, 100 mj 
pulses of linearly polarized green (532nm) light at a rate of 30 pulses s . The cross
polarized, reflected light is collected by a telescope onto a photom ultiplier tube, and 
the return  is digitized at a rate of 1 giga-sample s ', providing a sam ple at depth  
intervals of 11 a n . The use of the cross-polarized return  provides a lower signal level 
than  a copolarized return, bu t the contrast betw een fish and the background w ater 
scattering is greater (Churnside et ah, 1997). The specific w avelength is selected 
because of the availability of a veiy robust laser source. It is very close to the 
optim um  w avelength for productive water, and not too far from  the optim um  for 
clear blue water.

Processing of the lidar returns involves several steps, depending on the final product 
desired (Churnside and H unter, 1996; C hurnside et ah, 2001a).
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1 ) The surface re tu rn  is identified for each pulse, and  depths are m easured
from  this point. This is necessary to account for variations in aircraft
altitude.

2 ) The contribution to the signal from  background light is m easured for each
pulse after the laser light has decayed to nothing. This level is subtracted
from  the rest of the profile.

3 ) The features of interest are separated from  background scattering levels in
the ocean. This can be done in  one of several ways:

• m anually select regions of interest in the data;

• autom atically identify regions w here the return  is above the
exponentially decaying re tu rn  that w ould  be expected for a vertically
uniform  collection of scatterers;

• autom atically identify regions w here the re tu rn  is above the m edian 
re tu rn  over some horizontal scale size. This last technique is useful 
where it is desirable to separate localized fish schools from  larger 
plankton layers.

In the autom ated processing techniques, it is generally necessary to 
apply a threshold to the data to remove the effects of noise. In all three 
techniques, the background scattering level is estim ated using the lidar 
re tu rn  from  outside the regions of interest. This level is subtracted 
from  the total return, and the attenuation of the background scattering 
level is used to correct for the effects of attenuation on the signals of 
interest.

4 ) Finally, a calibration factor is applied to obtain a quantitative result. Figure
3.7 is an example of a processed lidar return, showing the same school of
fish as in Figure 3.6.

High

Low
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Figure 3.7. Processed data from  the right side  o f Figure 3.6, sh o w in g  the fish  school b etw een  25 
and 40 m  depth. R elative backscatter strength is sh o w n  b y  the colour bar at the right.

Several com parisons betw een lidar and ship-based echosounders have dem onstrated 
good agreem ent in the relative backscatter levels from  fish. C hurnside et al. (2003) 
m ade direct com parisons of the same fish schools off the west coast of Florida and 
observed a correlation of 0.99. A study in the Gulf of Alaska com pared acoustic and 
lidar transects w ith  a difference of up  to four days betw een them, and found 
correlations ranging from  0.55 to 0.59 w ith the four acoustic frequencies (Brown et al., 
2002). A similar study in the Atlantic around the Iberian Peninsula produced a 
similar overall correlation of 0.55. That study found that the correlation depended on
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the type of fish aggregation: from  0.50 for scattered fish to 0.93 for pelagic layers 
(Carrera et ah, 2006). A Zooplankton com parison in Prince W illiam Sound, Alaska, 
produced a correlation of 0.78, and dem onstrated the im portance of selecting the 
threshold level correctly in order to separate Zooplankton from  phytoplankton 
(Churnside and Thorne, 2005).

Two of the m ost challenging problem s in acoustics, nam ely target identification and 
target strength (TS), also apply to lidar. W hen fish schools are visible from  aircraft, 
they can generally be identified (e.g. Figure 3.5). The depolarization of the return 
signal can also provide information, in a similar fashion to multifrequency 
inform ation in acoustics. M ore commonly, some directed sam pling will be required, 
as is done in acoustic surveys. TS m easurem ents on live fish have only been 
attem pted for sardine (Sardinops sagax; C hurnside et ah, 1997), mackerel (Scomber 
scombrus; Tenningen et ah, 2006), and m enhaden, although several other species have 
been m easured using thaw ed fish (Churnside and McGillivary, 1991). One 
encouraging feature of lidar TS is that it is m uch less sensitive to fish orientation than 
acoustic TS (Churnside et ah, 2001b), at least for typical echosounder frequencies 
above 38 kHz.

Three problem s in lidar surveys not shared by acoustics are: depth  coverage, 
scanning, and eye safety. Unlike a typical echosounder, lidar can detect fish right up  
to the surface in calm seas. In strong winds, breaking waves produce a bubble layer 
in the top few m etres of the ocean that cannot be separated from  fish signals. 
However, it is unlikely that fish will be right at the surface under these conditions, 
because of the strong turbulence they w ould  experience. The m ore serious problem  is 
that lidar is restricted to the top few tens of metres, depending on w ater clarity. In 
open-ocean waters, penetration to below  50 m  is possible. In coastal waters, 20-30 m  
is m ore common. In very tu rb id  waters, penetration m ay be lim ited to <10 m. In 
recent surveys in Chesapeake Bay, the depth  penetration varied from  7 to 15 m  
(Churnside et ah, 2011a). Scanning adds complexity and expense, bu t can increase the 
effective sw athe w id th  to approxim ately twice the aircraft altitude. However, for fish 
that form  large schools or school groups, scanning does not increase the detection 
probability (Lo et ah, 2000). A lidar system  can easily be m ade eye-safe for hum ans at 
the ocean surface by diverging the laser beam. A 5 m  spot on the surface suffices for a 
10 ns 100 m j pulse. This same level is also safe for m arine m am m als (Zorn et ah, 2000).

Airborne lidar is ideal for epipelagic species such as sardine, mackerel, and 
m enhaden that occupy large areas. This technique can capture synoptic views that 
are impossible from  a ship. At the same time, aerial surveys are m ost effective w hen 
com bined w ith acoustics and  sam pling from  a ship that is directed to the areas of 
greatest interest using the lidar data. A irborne lidar is also well suited to 
m easurem ents of the distribution of Zooplankton (Churnside and Donaghay, 2009), 
although ground-tru th  for species com position is particularly im portant in this 
application.

3 .3  External lighting

Light, w hether natural or artificial, is a requirem ent for all optical technologies. The 
distance at which targets can be seen in w ater depends on the absorption and 
scattering properties of the w ater and the quantity of suspended particles in the 
w ater (Gilbert and  Pernicka, 1967). A bsorption is the irreversible loss of lum inous 
energy as light propagates through the water. A lthough irreversible, m ethods are 
being developed for correcting an image in post-processing based on in situ
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absorption (e.g. Figure 3.8). Two com m on ways to alleviate or minim ize the effects of 
absorption are: to increase the am ount of light, or to increase the sensitivity of the 
camera (receiver). Scattering of light by suspended particles is the other factor 
affecting the am ount of light that can be used for acquiring a clear image. Suspended 
particles (e.g. turbidity) will scatter light, or redirect it in three dimensions, and 
essentially diffuse it so that the contrast betw een the target and  background 
decreases and the target becomes imperceptible.

The location of light relative to the camera and the type of light (e.g. monochromatic, 
full spectrum, strobe) will dictate how  far clear images can be acquired (Jaffe et ah, 
2001; Kocak et ah, 2008). Short ranges can be im aged w ith the light source next to the 
camera, w hereas longer ranges require the separation of the light source or the use of 
m ore complicated configurations and light sources, such as lasers and range-gated or 
synchronous-scanning technology.

Artificial light can be generated directly for the m easurem ents, as in lidar, laser-line 
scanners, optical counters, or other laser-based technologies (see elsewhere in this 
chapter). For still-camera and video technologies, the camera requires a m inim um  
level of illum ination in order to generate a useful image. Light levels at or below  the 
m inim um  produce suboptim al or useless images (see Section 3.1). Light levels can 
also be too high and m ay cause "washing", or "w hitening", of the image, in  which 
objects w ithin the im age become all-white. Using natural light has the advantage of 
requiring no additional pow er and no mechanical structures for m ounting lamps. 
The additional pow er-draw  and structures m ay not be an issue for a tow ed vehicle 
that can be connected to the ship 's power, bu t it can be a problem  for autonom ous 
vehicles that need to have low  drag and have a lim ited pow er supply. Unfortunately, 
natural light levels sufficient for electronic im aging are not present at depths m uch 
greater than  50-100 m  in the ocean, and they are not available at night.

Power and  spectral requirem ents are the tw o m ain considerations w hen selecting a 
light source. All light sources require power, bu t some, such as light-em itting diode 
(LED) technology, require considerably less energy than  others. The spectral 
bandw id th  is also a major consideration. To obtain true-colour images, full-spectrum  
light is required so that the image is as close to a true-colour representation of the 
objects as possible. This is often required  for object identification (Bazeille et ah, 2007). 
A draw back of full-spectrum  light, or "w hite light", is that the colours (wavelengths) 
are differentially absorbed in the water. If the images are acquired close to the 
camera, the absorption is small and m ay be ignored. However, if the images are 
acquired farther from  the camera, some w avelengths are absorbed, and  the object 
colour will be represented incorrectly. This is especially true of the shorter 
wavelengths. One option is to correct the colours in the im age by m easuring or 
estim ating the absorption in situ  and  then correcting the colours in the im age (e.g. 
Gallager et ah, 2005).

Initially, light sources were based on gas-filled elem ents/bulbs or conventional 
filam ent lamps. Halogen lam ps have been popular during the past decade. Halogen 
produces a w ide-spectrum  light, w hich is advantageous for colour imaging. The 
disadvantages of halogen lam ps are their high pow er requirem ents and the high 
tem peratures that they generate, which require them  to be operated only underw ater. 
A lthough these lam ps have been the m ainstay of underw ater light sources, w ithin the 
past few years, LEDs are becoming the preferred light source. The advantages of LED 
lam ps are: longevity, rap id  o n -o ff switching (i.e. strobe), dim m ing w ithout changing 
the em itted colour, electrical efficiency, and  m onochrom atic or w ideband colour
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selection (Olsson et al., 2007). For m onochrom atic emission, specific w avelengths can 
be chosen and LEDs m ade to em it at those wavelengths, as opposed to coloured LED 
lamps, and their cost is currently higher than  conventional filament or gas-discharge 
lamps. Continued developm ent of LED lam ps should reduce the cost over time.

High-intensity-discharge (HID) technology is also being used for underw ater 
lighting. These lam ps can produce intense light w ith relatively low  pow er 
requirem ents, although they can be expensive.

Artificial light works well in clear water, or w hen there are few suspended particles. 
Suspended particles will scatter the light, and an increased am ount of light can make 
it difficult to acquire a clear image (think of using a m otor vehicle's "high-beam s" on 
a foggy night). Polarizing the transm itted and/or received light is an alternative 
m eans of im proving im age quality. Polarizing light reduces glare in an image and 
can im prove the contrast betw een target and background significantly. Circular 
polarization (Gilbert and Pernicka, 1967), or other active m ethods of illum ination 
using polarized light (e.g. Tyo et ah, 1996; W alker et ah, 2000), as well as passive 
m ethods (e.g. Chang et ah, 2003) of polarizing am bient light, significantly increase 
image contrast in tu rb id  water. M ethods are even being developed for veiy thin (i.e. 
nanoscale) layers for CCD and CMOS sensors to polarize the incident light (Gruev et 
ah, 2007). Polarizing techniques have also been used for stereoscopy (e.g. Osborn, 
1997) applications, b u t these are used after images have been acquired.

Even w ith  artificial light, colours in an im age can be attenuated by the environm ent. 
C olour is becoming recognized as the key com ponent in identifying objects in images 
(Ahlen and Bengtsson, 2005; Gallager et ah, 2005; A rm strong et ah, 2006). U nderw ater 
im agery is affected by non-linear attenuation of the visible spectrum  (i.e. Beer's Law); 
thus m ost underw ater images tend  to be saturated in the b lu e-g reen  region (Figure 
3.8). Typically, im age colour correction is done by either predicting or m easuring 
attenuation across the colour spectrum  and  then m odifying the image based on the 
range to the target and the attenuation coefficient. A ttenuation can be m easured in 
situ  using spectrometers or estim ated if the optical properties of the w ater (e.g. 
turbidity) are known. W hen done properly, im age quality is im proved significantly, 
and accurate identification of objects is possible (Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.8. (Left) A n  im age o f a rock and sca llops on  sand prior to colour correction; (right) the  
sam e im age after colour correction. (Im age courtesy o f H. S ingh , W oods H ole  O ceanographic  
Institution.)

3 .4  O ptical coun ters

W hen collecting and  processing acoustic data from  surveys for biomass estim ates of 
plankton or fish populations, one of the m ost im portant tasks is the proper
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identification of species and size distributions. It is, therefore, necessary to conduct 
frequent biological sam pling of the populations, w hich is often time consum ing and 
expensive. Acoustical identification m ethods are being increasingly used to reduce 
sam pling requirem ents, bu t acoustical m ethods alone have only been partly 
successful. This section describes some optical m ethods, developed for autom atic or 
sem i-autom atic species identification of small plankton species, that could be scaled 
up  for use as supplem ents for acoustical identification methods.

3.4.1 Fish counters

An early electronic device using a photocell to count small m arine organism s was 
developed in  the 1960s (Mitson, 1963). Since about the same time, photocells have 
been used to count m igrating fish in fish ladders. Counters were usually custom 
built, and no commercial supplier of complete systems of the early designs has been 
located. Generally for these early systems, a step counter was activated w hen a light 
beam  was interrupted. Several problem s were know n to occur w ith  systems using a 
single photocell; am ong other things, they were very sensitive to debris. Later 
systems using tw o or m ore photocells, arranged so that only objects passing 
upstream  w ould  trigger the counter, w ere less sensitive. Some of these systems are 
still in  use. A significant basic weakness in these photocell systems is that the data 
o u tpu t only encompasses the num ber of registrations, and possibly the direction of 
the (presum ed) fish. Quality controls of derived data m ust be done in  parallel by 
m anual observation, unless the system  is supplied w ith an external camera triggered 
by the photocell counter.

During recent decades, a m ore sophisticated photocell-based type of fish-counter 
system  was developed in  N orw ay (Larsen et al., 1995) and in Iceland (Shardlow and 
H yatt 2004; Porcella and Nishijima, 2006). In this system, several photocells are 
installed in one of the vertical inner sides of a rectangular frame. The photocells are 
recessed in order not to be activated by stray light. O n the other (facing) inner side of 
the frame, corresponding to the photocells, IR lam ps (LEDs) are arranged. Each LED 
and its corresponding photocell is repeatedly, and in  strict sequence, activated during 
a split second. In this way, a simple profile of a passing object that, by and  by, masks 
some of the photocells, can be calculated. Taken together, it is possible to estimate 
individual body length and weight, and even to determ ine the species from  this 
profile. Also, direction and velocity of the passing object can be calculated. This fish 
counter was first developed for fish-farming purposes, bu t has since been adapted  for 
use in  fishery m anagem ent and  research. Currently, it is often used for counting 
m igrating salmonids. The m ain supplier is Vaki A quaculture Systems Ltd, Iceland. 
O ther suppliers include Storvik A/S, Norw ay, and  A qua Pro C ounter AB, Sweden, as 
well as smaller suppliers. The inner diam eter of the frame of the optic counter is 
lim ited by the range of the IR light, ca. 0.5 m. The perform ance of the optic counter 
depends on p ruden t installation. W ater whirls and bubbles m ay disturb function. 
Ideally, the w ater flow that passes the counter fram e is laminar, fairly deep, and free 
from  debris. It is also im portant that only a sm aller part of the total w ater flow passes 
through the frame. Several frames can be m ounted next to each other to handle larger 
w ater flows. This type of fish counter is m ost com m on in Iceland, Sweden, Ireland, 
UK, USA, and Denmark.

There are several other techniques for fish counting using visual information. One is 
a m anual system  w here m onitoring takes place by direct observation through a 
w indow , sometimes assisted by video techniques (Trefethen and  Collins, 1975; 
W agner, 2007). These systems are usually custom -built for each site. They are used in
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some large w ater bodies in  the USA, Canada, and France. One sem i-autom atic type of 
system  for fish counting involves closed-circuit television and a simple image- 
processing system  that saves potentially valid sequences for later m anual analysis 
(Lauver, 2006). A nother type of system  uses mechanical triggers to save video 
sequences (Lamberg et al., 2001). This type is, at present, the m ost com m on one in 
N orw ay. Fully autom atic com puterized image-processing systems are few; one is 
m arketed by Poro AB, Sweden. Generally, technology for im age processing is 
advancing rapidly and m ay offer new  approaches (e.g. M oráis et al., 2005).

A different technology, based on electric conductivity and first described by Lethlean 
(1953), was developed in the UK and Ireland for counting upstream -m igrating 
A tlantic salm on (Salmo salar). The principle for all resistivity (or rather conductivity) 
counters is that a fish has a lower electrical resistance than  the (fresh) w ater in  which 
it is swimming. W hen a fish swims over an arrangem ent of electrodes, the 
conductivity betw een electrode pairs will dip for a moment. The num ber of fish and 
the swim m ing direction is registered by a step-counter. The inform ation is limited, 
and a resistivity counter m ay sometimes be used to activate a camera or video system 
to secure an im age of fish that pass over the electrodes (e.g. Smith et al., 1996). The 
principle of conductivity for counting fish is utilized in  a large num ber of detection 
systems in Canada, the UK, and the USA. A fairly recent evaluation of a system  of 
this kind was m ade by Forbes et al. (1990).

There are several acoustic systems for counting fish that do not depend on visual 
information, and new  ones are being developed (M enin and Paulus, 2003; Holmes et 
al., 2006). Even so, visual systems are often used for confirmation of perform ance 
(Holmes et al., 2006).

A com prehensive review  of optic, resistive, and hydroacoustic fish counters in 
Scotland was recently published by Eatherley et al. (2005).

3.4.2 Plankton counters

Several different principles are used for plankton counting and  species identification. 
Roff and Hopcroft (1986) published a description of a sem i-autom atic system  
consisting of a microscope, microscope draw ing tube, and  digitizer. They describe 
their m otive as follows.

It is now  com monplace to derive w eight estim ates of organism s from  their 
linear dim ensions by some pow er function (e.g. McCauley, 1984). Because 
leng th -w eigh t relationships are pow er functions, small deviations in  length 
m easurem ents produce considerable changes or variance in the dependant 
weight estimates. D imensions of individuals m ust be m easured w ith  the 
highest possible accuracy and precision, and preferably repeated, or several 
body m easurem ents should be m ade (McCauley, 1984).

The special advantage of their system  was that a light spot on the digitizer cursor was 
projected backw ards through the draw ing tube and microscope objective onto the 
organism  to be m easured instead of m easuring a screen im age w ith  a cursor. This 
m ethod avoided m ost of the problem s of potential m easurem ent errors caused by 
distortion and bias in  the camera and/or screen display.

A m ore advanced and autom ated system  is the FlowCAM system  designed by 
Sieracki et al. (1998), which combines particle counting triggered by either light 
scattering or fluorescence, imaging of the triggering particles, and autom atic analysis 
of the particle images, giving particle properties and identification of particles
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according to pre-prepared particle-property categories determ ined by, for example, 
taxonom y experts. The block diagram  of the present version of the FlowCAM system 
from  Fluid Im aging Technologies is show n in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9. B lock  diagram  o f F low C A M  particle counter.

The liquid to be analysed is draw n into the flow chamber at a constant speed by a 
peristaltic pum p, w hich m eans that the length of long particles can be estim ated by 
the tem poral length of the fluorescence signal. Flow chambers of different sizes can 
be m ounted, and microscope objectives w ith different m agnifications can be used to 
accom m odate m easurem ents of various particle-size ranges. The system  has been 
used for recognition and enum eration of harm ful algae, such as the red-tide 
dinoflagellate (Karenina brevis; Buskey and Hyatt, 2006), or to give early w arning of 
algal blooms in a drinking-w ater reservoir (Reilley-Matthews, 2007). DTU A qua (the 
National Institute of Aquatic Resources, Technical University of Denmark) uses a 
field-adapted version of the instrum ent for different investigations, such as 
estim ating seasonal variations and possible food limitations in the compositions of 
plankton com m unities in an estuaiy, and laboratory experim ents looking at the effect 
of various scenarios of ocean acidification on plankton species com position (Nielsen 
et al., 2010). Furtherm ore, the FlowCAM has been used in experim ents dem onstrating 
that the cell count drops drastically for some plankton species, w hen the samples are 
treated w ith  Lugoi's fixative solution.

A system  for in situ  p lankton counting is the laser optical plankton counter (LOPC) 
described by H erm an et al. (2004), which is an enhanced version of the original 
optical plankton counter (Herman, 1988, 1992). The principle of this instrum ent is 
show n in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10. The operating princip le  o f the LOPC, sh o w in g  the form ation o f a r ib bon -like laser  
beam  o f cross section  1 x 35 m m . The reg ion  b etw een  the w in d o w  and prism  (left) represents the  
sam p lin g  volum e. D o u b lin g  back the beam  via  a prism  elim inates the n eed  for a second  receiver- 
pressure case. (Source: H erm an e t a l ,  2004.)

The m ain advantage of the new  system  is that, owing to a flatter beam  and a larger 
num ber of detectors, the resolution has radically reduced the risk of particle 
coincidence, i.e. m easuring tw o or m ore particles as one. This m eans that m uch 
higher particle concentrations can be m easured than before. The instrum ent m akes it 
possible to count both small and large particles in the range of ca. 100-35 000 pm  and 
to carry out shape analysis on particles larger than  ca. 1500 pm, as well as some 
identification of the larger particles.

There was a proliferation of in situ imaging systems during the late 1990s and early 
2000s (Benfield et al., 2007). One of the major advantages of imaging systems is that 
they are able to collect images of organism s w ithout physically contacting them, 
w hich is an effective way of sam pling fragile organisms, such as gelatinous 
Zooplankton species. In addition to underw ater systems, laboratory packages that can 
process preserved sam ples have been developed to speed up  processing of current or 
historical sam ples (Grosjean et ah, 2004). Of course, sam pling is only part of the battle. 
These systems can collect gigabytes of data, and  the images need to be processed in 
order to provide taxonomically explicit estimates of abundance and size. This is an 
area of intense interest and combines the fields of biology, machine vision, pattern 
recognition, and statistics to generate spatial and tem poral m aps of taxon- and  size- 
based Zooplankton distributions accurately and  efficiently. Some of the issues in  the 
grand  challenge of identification are: (i) plankton are m orphologically heterogeneous 
(i.e. one technique will not w ork for all plankton); (ii) the m edium  has a variety of 
non-living targets that are similar in size and  density (e.g. m arine snow, bubbles); (iii) 
plankton vary in size by orders of m agnitude; (iv) m orphology changes during 
ontogenetic developm ent; (v) because plankton are three-dim ensional objects, 
taxonom ic features m ay not always be visible, owing to optical resolution and/or 
orientation; and (vi) several different organism s m ay be present or collocated in 
space, so that they m ust be separated before being identified (Benfield et ah, 2007). 
The basic steps for im age processing are im porting the data (importation), feature 
selection and extraction, training-set production, classification, training, and error 
analysis, and there are num erous m ethods and software packages for each of these 
steps (Benfield et ah, 2007). Finally, the inform ation m ust be shared w ith the broader 
com m unity through web-based applications and databases such as OBIS (Ocean 
Biogeographic Inform ation System) and IOOS (Integrated Ocean Observing System), 
or other partners in the Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS).
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Laser line scanning

Laser line scanning (LLS) sweeps a narrow  beam  of light (laser) back and forth to 
m ake images of objects in the w ater colum n and  the ocean bottom  (synchronous scan; 
Figure 3.11). Because LLS uses light, the useable range of the system  can be inhibited 
by attenuation and backscatter, so the instrum ent needs to be tow ed near w here the 
observations are required. For m ost fisheries or environm ental applications, the LLS 
system  is housed in a tow ed vehicle, tow ed near the seabed. The m ost common 
configuration is to sweep the laser perpendicular to the vehicle's direction of travel so 
that the resulting sw athe is m uch w ider than  the dim ensions of the tow ed body. The 
total swathe w id th  depends on the angular range of the sweep and the height of the 
instrum ent above the seabed, so the greater the altitude above the bottom, the greater 
the sw athe w idth. However, the m axim um  range is ultim ately lim ited by attenuation 
of the light (laser beam). Kocak et al. (2008) show ed that viable images can be 
obtained at up  to six attenuation lengths in  tu rb id  water.
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Figure 3.11. Classification of underwater image collection systems. LLS is an example of a synchronous 
scan. (Reprinted from Jaffe et al., 2001.)

As w ith any instrum ent that forms a "sw athe" to be surveyed, there is a trade-off 
betw een m axim izing sw athe w id th  (increasing sam ple area and minim izing 
sam pling effort) and getting the highest resolution. As the distance from  the 
instrum ent increases, the beam  size increases; thus the footprint, or area illum inated, 
increases and, hence, the resolution decreases (larger footprint = lower resolution). 
The resolution can be increased by decreasing the beam  w idth  or by tow ing the 
instrum ent closer to the seabed. Decreasing the beam  w idth  is the best option because 
the LLS can be tow ed farther from  the bottom, bu t technological limitations do not 
perm it the form ation of very narrow  beams. M onochromatic light w ith  wavelengths 
in the range of 450-550 nm  has the least attenuation in seawater, and LLS systems 
utilize this by generating laser beams w ith  w avelengths (b lue-green) in this range 
(Rhoads et al., 1997). For a system  w ith an angular sweep range of 70°, as in the 
N orthrop G rum m an SM-2000 Laser Line Scanner (b lue-green  laser, 
N d: Y AG @ 532 nm), a typical altitude is 45 m, w hich in clear w ater results in a swathe 
w id th  of ca. 63 m  and a resolution of 3 cm. However, as turbidity  increases, the 
m axim um  altitude needs to decrease in order to com pensate for greater attenuation; 
the swathe w idth  decreases proportionally, w hich is detrim ental to coverage, bu t can 
be advantageous for resolution. For example, the SM-2000 LLS system  has a 
resolution of 0.2 a n  at a range of 3 m  (Yoklavich et al., 2003).

S y n ch ro n o u s  S cast
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The m ost com m on application of LLS in fisheries is m apping and classification of the 
seabed. This inform ation is often used in characterizing the dem ersal and benthic 
habitat of fish and invertebrates that live in, on, or near the ocean bottom. For 
example, the SM-2000 LLS system  im aged biogenic objects at sufficient resolution to 
identify organisms, such as sea anemones, sea pens, and drift kelp (Figures 3.12 and 
3.13; Yoklavich et al., 2003). This level of taxonom ic detail is difficult to achieve w ith 
acoustic instrum entation. An advantage of LLS systems over camera or video 
im agery is that the swathe w id th  is often 1 -2  orders of m agnitude w ider for the LLS. 
A lthough the resolution is good, it is not as fine as that obtained w ith camera or 
video technology, and this limits the ability to identify small organisms, and  m any 
fish or macroinvertebrates, to species. However, cameras need to be very close to the 
subject if they are to make full use of the available resolution in even m oderately 
tu rb id  water. The com bination of stand-off distance, sw athe w idth, and resolution of 
an LLS system  cannot be m atched by other underw ater im aging systems.

F ro m  RQV

Figure 3.12. (Left) S id escan  sonar im age o f a large iso la ted  rock outcrop outsid e  the B ig  Creek  
E cological R eserve at ca. 100 m  w ater depth; (centre) Laser-line scan im age o f a large group of fish  
around an iso la ted  rock outcrop covered w ith  w h ite  sea anem ones in sid e  the R eserve at 60 m  
w ater depth; outcrop is estim ated  to be 4 m  high; (right) RO V v id eo  im ages o f a large group of  
y ou n g  bocaccio (Sebastes paucispinis) and  w id o w  rockfish  (Sebastes entotnelas) around an  
iso la ted  rock outcrop in sid e  the R eserve at 60 m  w ater depth; outcrop is  estim ated  to be 5 m  h igh . 
(Im ages reprinted from  Y oklavich  e t al., 2003.)

Using m onochrom atic light is advantageous for data acquisition and image 
processing, bu t black-and-w hite images lack additional inform ation that could be 
useful for target classification and identification. A m ultispectral LLS system  was 
developed in the late 1990s to provide m ultispectral scans, and show ed prom ise for 
im proving identification of targets (Coles et al., 1998). In addition to these 
instrum ents, a four-channel LLS w ith an added  fluorescence channel (fluorescent 
im aging laser line scanning, or FILLS) has been useful for m apping corals (Jatte et al., 
2001; Mazei et al., 2003). These m onochromatic, multispectral, and FILLS systems 
have not been utilized to their full potential, bu t w ith renew ed interest in  ecosystem 
m onitoring and essential fish habitat, they m ay gain m ore popularity  and find 
increasing use in research and  developm ent.
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Figure 3.13. Laser-line scan im ages of: (a) Pacific electric ray (Torpedo californica), sw athe w id th  
4.0 m; (b) sea  pen  (order Pennatulacea) and ratfish (Hydrolagus colliei) in  w ater depth  90 m  (based  
on  sw athe w id th , fish  is  ca. 40 cm in  length); (c) C alifornia ha libu t (P aralichthys californicus), 
sw athe w id th  4.3 m; and  (d) ju v en ile  lin g co d  (O phiodon elongatus) over sand bottom  (based  on  
sw athe w id th , fish  is  ca. 20 cm  in  length). F ish id en tifica tion  is  b ased  on LLS im age profile  and  
fish  observed  or co llected  in  the v icin ity . (Im ages reprinted from  Y oklavich et al., 2003.)

R ange-ga ted  lasers

One of the difficulties in imaging objects in the ocean is that seaw ater tends to be full 
of small particles, and scattering from  these particles betw een the camera and the 
object obscures the im age of the object. As early as 1967, less than  10 years after the 
first laser dem onstration, im proved image quality was dem onstrated using a range- 
gated laser to view  an underw ater target (Heckm an and Hodgson, 1967). The basic 
principle is that a short laser pulse is used to illum inate the object. A camera w ith a 
veiy fast shutter (typically an ICCD) is tim ed so that the shutter does not open until 
the object is illum inated. Thus, the scattering from  particles in front of the object do 
not affect the image. This type of system  has been used for both  underw ater 
(Fournier et al., 1993; He and Seet, 2001) and airborne (Ulich et al., 1997; Cadalli et al.,
2002) imaging of fixed objects. In a variation, the shutter is tim ed to open after the 
pulse has passed the object, so that the object appears as a shadow  against the light 
scattered by particles beyond it.

Three-dim ensional images are possible by using sequential range-gated images (He 
and Seet, 2004; Busck, 2005). A nother approach uses a streak camera to m ap the time 
of the laser-pulse re tu rn  onto one axis of an imaging array and the position 
perpendicular to the flight track onto the other axis (McLean, 1999; Osofsky, 2001). 
Thus, each im age from  the array is a vertical slice through the water, and successive 
images along the flight track build  up  a full-volum e image, rather than a simple two- 
dim ensional image. A nother w ay to obtain three-dim ensional inform ation is to scan 
an area w ith a lidar system  that provides re tu rn  as a function of distance. The three- 
dim ensional approaches tend  to be m ore expensive to im plement, both in term s of 
initial cost and efficiency w ith w hich the laser energy is used.
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The prim ary application of airborne im aging of underw ater objects has been the 
detection of mines; however, attem pts have also been m ade to use both ICCD (Oliver 
and Edwards, 1996) and  streak-camera (Griffis, 2000) imaging systems for the 
detection of tuna (Thunnus spp.). There was even an attem pt to m arket a range-gated 
im ager to the tuna industry  for detection of fish that were not associated w ith 
dolphins.

An ICCD system  has also been used to capture images of adult salm on (Churnside 
and Wilson, 2004). Figure 3.14 is an example from  the salm on study. The NOAA 
FLOE (a profiling backscatter lidar) was equipped w ith a gated ICCD camera w ith  a 
second-generation, micro-channel plate intensifier and a P20 phosphor. Using the 
surface return  from  the backscatter lidar as a reference, the exposure depth  was 
m aintained at a constant 3 m, despite aircraft altitude fluctuations. The CCD element 
has a usable array of 756 * 485 pixels, which produced a resolution on the surface of 
0.59 a n  at the nom inal aircraft altitude of 150 m. The contrast-to-noise ratio in this 
image is ca. 3.4, which was increased to 16.4 w ith m atched-filter im age processing.

Figure 3.14. R ange-gated-laser im age o f adu lt p in k  salm on (Oncorhynchus gorbuscha) near K odiak  
Island, A laska. Im aged area is  ca. 3.8 x 2.8 m.

Range-gated-laser imaging systems operating in the w ater generally operate in a 
direct-illum ination m ode to obtain images of the seabed (Fournier et al., 1993; Busck, 
2005). This m eans that the image contains inform ation about the distribution of 
reflectivity across the scene, not just object silhouettes. It is possible because the 
distance from  the camera to the object is known. An example of the im provem ent 
over am bient-light imaging is show n in Figure 3.14. One difference between 
underw ater and airborne im ages is that m ultiple laser pulses can be averaged in a 
slow-moving underw ater camera to reduce the laser speckle noise that is evident in 
Figure 3.15. Aircraft m otion precludes this type of averaging.
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Figure 3.15. U nderw ater im age o f a target at a d istance o f 5 m: (left) am bient illum ination ; (right) 
range-gated-laser illu m in ation . (Source: Fournier e t al., 1993.)

Airborne applications of range-gated-laser im aging can be useful for relatively large 
fish located very close to the surface. In this case, inform ation about the size and type 
of fish is readily available. As depth  increases, the contrast-to-noise ratio and quality 
of the images decrease dramatically. Various sim ulations (McLean and Freeman, 
1996; DeW eert et al., 1999; Zege et al., 1999, 2001) suggest that the sim pler range- 
gated-laser approach is probably the best for airborne applications. As the depth  of 
fish is generally not known, the shadow  m ode is recom m ended. In this mode, any 
fish above the selected range gate are detected, and the only requirem ent is to set the 
range gate deeper than  any expected fish. A n attem pt to use the direct-illum ination 
m ode will fail to detect fish that are deeper than  expected.

3 .7  Holography

Holographic cameras have been used prim arily for plankton studies, first in the 
laboratory (Knox, 1966) and then in situ (Katz et al., 1999; Malkiel et al., 1999). This 
technology is m ost suitable for capturing images of organism s m easuring a few 
micrometres to a few hundred  microm etres in  size, so it is not used to study fish 
directly.

The principles of holography are straightforw ard. Laser light scattered from  an object 
and unscattered light from  the same laser are allowed to fall on a recording m edium . 
The interference betw een them  produces an intensity pattern  that is related to the 
optical field in the plane of the recording m edium . If that m edium  is film, laser 
illum ination of the film will produce a diffraction pattern  that is the same as the 
pattern  of light originally scattered by the object. Thus, the reconstructed hologram  
looks like the original three-dim ensional object w ithin the field of view  subtended by 
the film. More recently, film has been replaced by digital imaging (Malkiel et al., 2003; 
Sun et al., 2007, 2008), and the reconstructed hologram  is calculated from  the recorded 
intensity pattern.

For underw ater holographic cameras, in-line geom etry is preferred for its simplicity. 
A collimated laser beam  is propagated through the w ater to the digital image array. 
Light scattered by objects in  the w ater betw een the laser and the detector array 
interferes w ith the unscattered light to form  the hologram . In practice, a lens system 
in front of the detector array can be used to m atch the beam  to the array size, but this 
is set to recollimate the light and not form  an image on the array.
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The prim ary advantage of holography over direct im aging is the ability to 
sim ultaneously im age small objects over a relatively large volume. Malkiel et al. 
(1999) provide the following num erical example:

A planar imaging system  w hich can resolve 20 pm  can do so over a depth  of 
field, D, equal to d2/A, w here d is the resolution and A is the w avelength of the 
light. For A = 694nm  (the w avelength in our present system), and d = 20 pm, 
the depth  of field is 0.6 mm. In comparison, a hologram  providing similar 
resolution can have a depth  of field over a 100 times larger and, unlike a 
scanning planar system, it can record it instantaneously, w hich is a necessity 
for three-dim ensional velocity m easurem ents.

The digitally recorded hologram  can be reconstructed num erically to provide the 
image that w ould  have been seen w ith a m onochrom atic im aging system  focused at 
any distance w ithin the volume, i.e. require coherent illum ination (lasers); Sheng et 
al., 2007. This processing can require a significant am ount of time, bu t the pow er of 
portable com puters is increasing rapidly.

3.8 Hyperspectral imaging
H yperspectral cameras generate images w ith  m uch m ore spectral inform ation than 
the three spectral bands of red, green, and  blue em ployed in the hum an visual 
system. There is no standard  regarding how  m uch spectral inform ation is required to 
be considered hyperspectral, b u t approxim ately tenfold more, or 30 spectral bands, is 
a reasonable definition. The data comprise a three-dim ensional array, w ith  two 
spatial and  one spectral dimension, often called a "hyper-cube". Spectral resolution is 
typically <10 nm. M ost of the hyperspectral cameras in use, like the portable 
hyperspectral im ager for low-light spectroscopy (PHILLS; Davis et al., 2002), were 
developed by the users. M ost are airborne, although an orbiting imager, H yperion 
(Pearlman et al., 2003), w ith a 30 m  surface resolution, has been operating since 2000.

In a typical hyperspectral imager, a scene is im aged onto a narrow  slit, which selects 
a narrow  slice across the scene. A dispersive elem ent behind the slit spreads the light 
into its spectral com ponents in  the plane norm al to the slit. A detector array, 
commonly a CCD array, detects the light. Each colum n of the im age then represents 
the spectrum  from  a single pixel in the final image. Each row  represents a pixel along 
one axis of the image. Pixels along the other axis of the im age are obtained 
sequentially, either in "pushbroom " fashion, as the platform  moves, or by scanning 
the im age of the scene across the slit.

The prim ary applications for hyperspectral im aging have been terrestrial (Kalacska et 
al., 2006; O ppelt and M auser, 2007). These include: characterization of land use, 
identification of p lant type and condition, and identification of m ineral 
characteristics. Commonly, the spectrum  m easured by each pixel is com pared w ith a 
spectral library. A spectrum  or linear com bination of a few spectra from  the library is 
chosen that m ost closely matches the m easured spectrum. Terrestrial applications 
have the advantage of relatively high reflectance com pared w ith the ocean and a 
relatively broad spectrum. Conversely, m arine applications m ust deal w ith low 
reflected light levels and a narrow  spectral band  centred in  the b lue-green .

Despite the limitations, hyperspectral im aging has found application, especially in 
relatively shallow water. Dierssen et al. (2003) used airborne hyperspectral im aging to 
sim ultaneously obtain the distribution of seagrass and  the w ater depth  in the 
Bahamas banks. This type of sim ultaneous inversion is typically necessary because
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the observed spectrum  is a com bination of the reflectance spectrum  of the bottom  and 
the spectral absorption through the w ater path. Figure 3.16 presents an example of a 
colour im age and the spectra at three pixels. The effects of bottom  type and w ater 
depth  are both  clearly seen in this example.

O eepw arercfi'er sand
shallow«^ ftjtjfiand
Shallow tra ie r  ouei v s^ fta tlw i

7tt> BM eos
WiYfltrtgdiiiFwri)

Figure 3.16. (a) A  portion  of PHILLS“1 im age o f an area in  Barnegat Bay, N e w  Jersey, co llected  on  
23 A u gu st 2001, and illu strating  a variety o f spectrally  d ifferen t bottom  types, (b) R em ote-sen sing  
reflectance ( R r s )  spectra at the w ater surface for se lected  po in ts in  (a) derived  from  the portable  
hyperspectral im ager for lo w -lig h t spectroscopy (PHILLS) data. (Source: P h ilp ot e t al., 2004.)

In-water hyperspectral m easurem ents are still affected by depth-dependent spectral 
characteristics of the illum ination that can be m easured directly (Joyce and Phinn,
2003). M ishra et al. (2007) have used a similar approach to m ap bottom  type in  a 
coral-reef environm ent.

H yperspectral imaging on a global scale has been realized w ith  the H yperion 
instrum ent launched in N ovem ber 2000, on NASA's Earth Observing-1 (EO-1) 
satellite. Less than  a year later, the European Space Agency (ESA) launched the 
compact high resolution im aging spectrom eter (CHRIS) on the PROBA (Project for 
On-Board Autonom y) satellite.
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4 Integration

James Churnside, Pierre M. Clement, M ichael Jech, Mark R. Shortis, and 
Stephen J. Smith

M ost factors involved w hen integrating and deploying optical systems are common 
to a w ide variety of instrum ents, and will not be discussed here. There are a couple 
that deserve m ention, however, because of the rather special requirem ents of optical 
systems, particularly underw ater im aging systems.

4.1 Platforms

There are tw o general categories of platform  for the optical systems discussed in this 
report: aircraft and  in-w ater platforms. In both cases, unm anned  systems are 
becoming m ore capable and are likely to find w ider use in future.

It is difficult to im agine a type of aircraft that has not carried an optical system  of one 
sort or another. The m ost com m on system  is a camera of some type. At one extreme 
is a tiny camera on an unm anned  aerial vehicle that is small enough to be launched 
by hand. At the other is a complex, m ulti-instrum ent system  on a large surveillance 
aircraft. The factors that affect the choice of aircraft and flight operations are 
relatively straightforw ard and will not be considered further.

Similarly, there is a w ide variety of in-water platform s that have been fitted w ith 
optical systems. These include surface vessels, tow ed vehicles (Dalen and  Bodholt, 
1991; Dalen et al., 2000, 2003), platform s fixed to the bottom, moorings, packages that 
are low ered on a cable (Strong and Lawton, 2004; Vanderm eulen, 2007), drifters, 
m anned submersibles, and autonom ous underw ater vehicles (AUVs). The num ber 
and variety of systems are far too extensive to cover here, bu t one example will be 
provided.

TowCam  is a commonly used nam e for a tow ed-cam era system  (see also Rosenkranz 
et al., 2008, for description of H abCam  tow ed-cam era system). The TowCam 
developed by the C anadian D epartm ent of Fisheries and Oceans (Figure 4.1) is a 
towed, bottom-following, video and  still photographic system  for benthic and 
geological surveys (Gordon et al., 2007). It is tow ed at a speed of ca. 1 m s at an 
altitude (controlled by the winch) ca. 2 m  off the seabed. The m axim um  working 
depth  at present is 200 m. Real-time video im agery is displayed in  the ship 's 
laboratory and on the bridge. Video im agery and navigation data are recorded for 
later analysis.

This system  consists of a simple tow ed body containing a high-resolution, digital still 
camera and flash, a colour video camera and incandescent lamps, an acoustic 
altimeter, and an electronic m odule containing pitch, roll, and depth  sensors. The 
unit is tow ed on a % in, double-arm oured cable (a fibre-optic cable package is being 
developed). A software package that was developed in-house monitors, displays, and 
logs the vehicle flight characteristics and sends control signals to the hydraulic 
system  on the winch, causing it to adjust the cable length to m aintain the tow ed body 
at a constant altitude above the bottom.
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Figure 4.1. Canadian TowC am .

TowCam  has proven to be an excellent tool for conducting general reconnaissance 
surveys. Major habitat features, such as sedim ent type, bedform s, fish, and large 
epibenthic organisms, including crabs, sea cucumbers, scallops, starfish, and sand 
dollars (greater than  ca. 10 a n )  can be discerned from  the video imagery. TowCam 
does not dam age the seabed and has the potential to carry other sensors. It can be 
used over any kind of seabed (e.g. m ud, sand, gravel, cobble, boulder, bedrock), 
provided that the relief is relatively low. TowCam can become an excellent stock 
assessm ent tool for commercial fisheries such as scallops.

In addition to tow ed platforms, remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) and AUVs are 
becoming common for surveying localized areas. A num ber of applications for these 
vehicles, which can be used for habitat characterization and m anagem ent, are related 
to seabed, benthic, and  dem ersal characterization. There are a num ber of ROV and 
AUV m anufacturers w orldw ide, and the m odels and capabilities are constantly 
im proving. One of the greatest advantages of AUVs is also one of their greatest 
limitations: pow er. Vehicles tethered to a ship have essentially unlim ited power, but 
the surface vessel m ust be in proxim ity to the vehicle. A lthough AUVs have m uch 
greater freedom, they m ust be pow ered by batteries or by solar or wave energy. 
Batteries are the m ost com m on source of power, and  a variety of types are used, 
according to the application (e.g. Bradley et al., 2001). One of the largest energy sinks 
on an AUV is the lighting, w hich explains the interest in LED technology. AUVs 
come in a variety of sizes and shapes (Figure 4.2) and offer a variety of optical and 
acoustic configurations.
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Figure 4.2. (A) SeaB ed A U V  (w w w .w h o i.ed u /p a g e .do?pid=21138; im age courtesy o f FF. S ingh , 
W oods Flole O ceanographic Institution). (B) Fetch A U V  (im age courtesy o f D . D em er, N O A A  
Sou theast F isheries Science Center). (C) R em us A U V  (im age courtesy o f K ongsberg-H ydroid  
w eb site , w w w .k m .k on gsb erg .com /h yd ro id ). (D) B lu efin  R obotics A U V s (im age courtesy of  
B lu efin  R obotics w eb s ite , w w w .b lu efin rob otics.com ).

4.2  G eolocation

Geolocation is the process by w hich the position of an instrum ented vehicle system  is 
estim ated or m easured in order to allow instrum ent data values to be attributed  to 
param eters that define their location in a real-w orld geographic system. For airborne 
systems, the standard  solution is a global position system  (GPS) receiver, w hich is 
generally accurate to w ithin 10-20 m. Differential GPS uses an additional receiver 
nearby to correct for some of the errors and thus to achieve an accuracy of 3 -5  m. The 
W ide Area A ugm entation System (USA) and Euro Geostationary N avigation Overlay 
Service (Europe) use an array of ground stations to provide correction data to an 
accuracy of 1 -3  m. If highly accurate geolocation is required for airborne data, 
aircraft attitude is also needed. This is typically obtained w ith a gyroscopic system 
that m easures angular acceleration in  all three axes and calculates the pitch, roll, and 
yaw  of the optical system. Angles and altitude provide the difference betw een the 
aircraft position and the footprint of the optical system  on the surface.

These technologies are generally not viable for underw ater systems because 
electrom agnetic energy does not penetrate past the first few  metres of the ocean 
surface nor propagate through the w ater for m ore than  a few tens of metres. Hence, 
precise geolocation of underw ater vehicle systems presents a unique set of 
challenges, particularly for autonom ous or sem i-autonom ous vehicles (such as AUVs 
or ROVs) to track and/or navigate themselves. Most vehicle systems use a 
com bination of relative positioning m ethods (e.g. dead reckoning, bottom  tracking 
w ith Doppler, and inertial navigation systems) and absolute positioning m ethods 
(e.g. acoustic baseline systems and surfacing) to track their m ovem ent and  locate the 
vehicle. The required degree of spatial accuracy and precision depends on the nature 
of the study, the instrum ents being used, and any associated practical constraints 
w ith obtaining the geolocation data. Budgetary and logistic constraints m ay

http://www.whoi.edu/page.do?pid=21138
http://www.km.kongsberg.com/hydroid
http://www.bluefinrobotics.com
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determ ine w hich tracking system  (if any) is used. For example, blue-w ater national 
research vessels typically have acoustic geolocation systems, bu t sm aller vessels or 
vessels of opportunity  are less likely to offer this capability, and fitting of tem porary 
systems m ay be cost-prohibitive or impractical. Typically, studies w ith  a seabed 
focus, particularly those attem pting to produce maps, m ay w arran t the highest 
possible geolocation accuracy. Conversely, studies of mobile biota in  the w ater 
colum n m ay only require very rudim entary geolocation inform ation (e.g. the nam e of 
the w aterbody being surveyed and instrum ent depth). The types of vehicle systems 
that can require accurate geolocation include vertically low ered and transect-towed, 
cable-attached systems, ROVs, AUVs, and gliders.

Dead reckoning is sim ply using inform ation on the bearing and speed of the vehicle 
to calculate distance and direction travelled. In calm w ater w ith no currents, this 
m ethod can be adequate (within approxim ately 10% of the distance travelled; Bahr 
and Leonard, 2006) for generating a cruise track and positioning the vehicle. As the 
seas are usually not calm and free of currents, dead  reckoning alone is inadequate for 
applications that require highly accurate geolocation, bu t it is used as a first-order 
approxim ation for locating the vehicle.

For cable-attached vehicles tow ed along straight transects, a simple trigonom etric 
m odel of the cable layback that combines heading (from vessel GPS), w ire out, and 
vehicle depth  can be used to estim ate the position if m ore accurate geolocation 
systems are not available. Relative changes in position should be quite accurate as the 
vehicle is coupled directly via the cable to the ship, w hose location is accurately 
determ ined by GPS. Factors that will determ ine absolute positional accuracy, include 
the accuracy of the w ire-out m easure or estimate, accuracy of the vessel's GPS 
position, deviation of the cable shape from  an assum ed straight line, and m ovem ent 
of the vehicle aw ay from  the transect line by currents. If operating on sloping ground, 
w here a high-resolution, digital-elevation m ap (DEM) is available and the depth  
under the vehicle is recorded by an altimeter or echosounder, accuracy can be 
im proved by constraining the estim ate of vehicle location by m atching the total 
m easured depth  (vehicle depth  + depth  under the vehicle) to depth  values in the 
DEM (Anderson et al., 2008).

Bottom tracking is commonly achieved using an acoustic D oppler sy s tem -m o st 
commonly a D oppler velodm eter log (DVL). Acoustic D oppler systems (e.g. acoustic 
D oppler current profiler, or ADCP) are m ost commonly used to track currents in the 
w ater colum n but, for AUV applications, the D oppler can be used to track the 
direction and speed along the bottom  as well as altitude above the bottom. Tracking 
errors are ca. 1% of the distance travelled (Bahr and Leonard, 2006), w hich is an order 
of m agnitude im provem ent over dead  reckoning. D oppler sounders are now  
standard  on m ost AUVs and are used for internal navigation of the vehicle.

Inertial navigation systems (INS) combine compass and gyroscope technology in 
microelectronics (microelectromechanical systems, or MEMS) to track the vessel's 
motion. The error of these systems is ca. 0.2%, b u t m any of these systems suffer from  
drift -  prim arily electronic drift of the sensors (Bahr and Leonard, 2006). W hen an INS 
is com bined w ith  a DVL, and w hen the DVL m aintains a bottom  lock, the position 
error grow th can be less than  0.05% (McEwen et al., 2003). The prim ary difficulty in 
relative positioning or tracking systems is that errors com pound and  can increase 
significantly over time; therefore, unless there is com m unication betw een the vehicle 
and surface vessel, the in situ  track or location of the vehicle is not know n until the 
vehicle is retrieved.
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Absolute positioning m ethods have the advantage of establishing w here the vehicle 
is in situ  during rem ote operations. State-of-the-art for absolute positioning of remote 
vehicles is triangulation from  navigation buoys at know n locations (long baseline, or 
LBL, systems) and/or for the vehicle to surface at regular intervals to obtain GPS 
fixes. Surfacing for GPS fixes provides an accurate position and time, and can be used 
to comm unicate w ith satellites or land-based receivers; it can also be used by the 
vehicle to adjust course and speed to m aintain the survey track. However, surfacing 
requires energy and  time, w hich can be limiting for self-propelled AUVs, bu t is 
usually of lesser concern for autonom ous gliders during extended deploym ents.

Acoustic baseline systems consist of transponders and receivers that communicate 
acoustically to provide a location relative to the surface vessel or fixed array. Ultra- 
short baseline (USBL) and  short baseline (SBL) systems have transceivers on or near 
the hull of the vessel and a transponder on the vehicle to m onitor location relative to 
the surface vessel. USBL systems have a single transceiver that is able to determ ine 
angle and range to the vehicle, w hereas SBL systems have a m inim um  of three 
receivers to triangulate three-dim ensional location. Generally, hull-m ounted USBL 
transceivers are omnidirectional and will detect transponders in any direction and 
angle from  the vessel, provided they are w ithin range and far enough below the 
surface to ensure good acoustic transm ission. Transponders on the other hand  can 
often be directional in order to provide higher signal level in the direction of the hull 
transceiver, thus im proving range performance. This is advantageous for tow ed 
systems w here directional stability is inherent. For ROVs and AUVs, omnidirectional 
transponders m ay be m ore appropriate, except w hen the vehicle strays outside the 
beam s and locating the vehicle can be very difficult. For example, the Trackpoint 3 
system  (ORE Offshore, W est W areham, MA, USA) asserts system  perform ance of 
±0.5% RMS (root m ean squared) of slant range for accuracy in  the horizontal 
position, 0.1 ° azim uth resolution, and  ±0.3 m  RMS.

The accuracy of acoustic positioning systems is determ ined by a num ber of factors, 
including speed of sound determ ination, m otion reference unit performance, and 
gyro-compass accuracy. For example, errors of several m etres can easily exist for 
slant ranges in the order of 1000 m, and 0.2 m  slant-range resolution from  inaccurate 
m easurem ents of sound speed and  correction data, derived from  auxiliary sensors 
used in determ ining transponder position, can be affected significantly by vessel 
motion. LBL systems utilize an array of transponders in a g rid  pattern  to significantly 
im prove the accuracy and precision of locating the vehicle. For example, Kongsberg 
asserts accuracy of 0.05 m  for its combination USBL and LBL (high-predsion acoustic 
positioning, or HiPaP) system. These accurades are for the veh ide relative to the 
baseline, not for the vehide relative to the surrounding area. In order to extrapolate 
from  the baseline to the area being surveyed, the baseline hydrophones m ust be 
accurately surveyed to the area. This is m ost often achieved by locating the 
hydrophones using the GPS from  a surface ship, and additionally by using the 
hydrophones to generate relative locations (Anderson and Smalley, 2008).

U nderw ater com m unication is im proving (e.g. interAUV, AUV-surface vessel), and 
low  b aud  rate (< lk b s _1) transfers are possible for distances of less than  2 km. All 
baseline systems are useful over a small area (a few k m 2), bu t are not suitable for 
w ide-area surveys. In addition, whereas the accuracy of underw ater navigation 
systems is w ithin the order of >10 cm, this is insuffident for the subcentim etre 
resolution required for video m osaidng (Pizarro and Singh, 2003; Rzhanov, 2005).
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4.3 Data processing

4.3 .1  S te reo  cam eras

A lthough underw ater photography has been available for m ore than 150 years, the 
first sdentific uses of underw ater images were for seabed-m apping applications, as 
well as for commercial oil and gas exploration in  the 1960s. Sony released the first 
portable cam corder in 1983, and it was quickly utilized for underw ater video 
imaging. The next major milestone was the advent of digital camera and video 
technology, w hich has greatly im proved the utility, reliability (fewer moving parts 
and no complications from  using film), efficiency (digital data can be directly stored 
and analysed), and accuracy (CCD and CMOS sensitivity is continually im proving) 
of acquiring and processing underw ater images. C urrent technologies allow high- 
resolution im ages suitable for m easuring and m onitoring benthic organism s (e.g. 
A bdo et al., 2006), seabed m apping (e.g. Edw ards et ah, 2003), and other applications, 
including m easurem ents of fish (e.g. Somerton and  Gledhill, 2005).

Individual cameras provide a w ealth of inform ation and can be used in  all instances 
w here stereo cameras are em ployed. Images from  a single camera can be used to 
detect, locate, enum erate, identify, and  m easure objects in the w ater colum n and on 
or near the seabed. The prim ary lim itation of using a single camera is not being able 
to m easure range (distance from  the camera), which can complicate size 
m easurem ents. W ithout a reference guide, such as a m etred rod or grid, size 
m easurem ents from  a single camera are difficult. A convenient technique for 
m easuring sizes of objects using a single camera has been the use of pairs of 
underw ater lasers (e.g. Chen and Lee, 2000). The lasers are usually oriented parallel 
w ith the optical axis and parallel w ith each other. Laser beams are visible on the 
seabed or targets, and are often visible in the w ater colum n because they reflect off 
objects in the water; the m easured distance betw een the tw o lasers is used to m easure 
the size of the im aged objects. This works well w hen the objects are relatively flat and 
perpendicular (i.e. broadside incidence) to the optical axis. W hen the objects are bent 
or oriented at angles off-broadside incidence, stereo cameras can provide significant 
im provem ent to the m easurem ents.

U nderw ater stereo-video m easurem ent rem ains a narrow  speciality; consequently, 
there are few off-the-shelf stereo camera systems available. Such systems have a 
lim ited m arket, and m anufacturers either find a niche or produce very flexible 
systems that can be applied to a range of m easurem ent tasks. Perhaps the m ost 
w idely know n off-the-shelf system  is VICASS (video im age capturing and sizing 
system), w hich is used extensively in the aquaculture industry to m easure the 
biomass of fish in  a cage or tank. VICASS is based on broadcast-quality NTSC 
cameras on a fixed base and is calibrated by the m anufacturer (AKVA Group). The 
system  is designed for non-spedalist operators w ho require biomass based on 
spedes-spedfic, leng th -w eigh t regressions (Pienaar and Thomson, 1969). AQ1 
Systems m anufadures a similar system, also using a fixed base and calibrated 
cameras. The AM100 system  has the advantage of higher resolution, progressive scan 
cameras, and the fully digital Gigabit Ethernet (GigE) interface to im prove accuracy 
of m easurem ent and allow use w ith fast-swimm ing spedes such as southern bluefin 
tuna (Thunnus maccoyii; e.g. Harvey et ah, 2003b).

At the opposite end  of the sp ed ru m  are m anufadurers w ho provide flexible building 
blocks for stereo-image systems. The Australian com pany SeaGIS supplies frames 
and housings to allow a variety of cameras to be used in a stereo configuration. Video 
or digital still cameras can be used w ith  neutrally buoyant, diver-swimm able systems
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or larger frames used in drop-cam era mode. In both cases, the housings are high- 
pressure sewer pipe com bined w ith acrylic ports, perm itting use to depths of u p  to 
150 m.

Beyond the off-the-shelf systems are m any purpose-built systems m anufactured for 
scientific research or as one-off solutions, such as those described by Klimley and 
Brown (1983), Harvey and Shortis (1996), H arvey et al. (2003a), Chong and  Stratford 
(2002), Stokesbury et al. (2004, 2007), Abdo et al. (2006), Costa et al. (2006), Shortis et al. 
(2009a), and various articles in  Somerton and  Gledhill (2005). Some of the first 
applications of stereo im agery in fisheries were to provide fishery-independent 
abundance data for reef fish (Ellis and DeMartini, 1995; Okam oto et al., 2000) and to 
m onitor and m easure fish in the w ild (Cullen et al., 1965), in aquaculture pens, tanks, 
and ponds (Ruff et al., 1995; Petrell et al., 1997; Shieh and Petrell, 1998), or in 
controlled environm ents (Huse and Skiftesvik, 1990; H ughes and Kelly, 1996; 
Lundgren and Nielsen, 2008). For aquaculture pens, packing densities of the fish are 
often too high for acoustic m easurem ents of individuals, b u t holding pens or tanks 
are often small enough for coverage of all or m ost of the pen by optical technology 
(Ruff et al., 1995). In each case, the system  has been designed for a particular 
m easurem ent task, so characteristics such as the type of imager, the camera housings, 
and the base separation betw een the cameras are specific to the circumstance. Harvey 
and Shortis (1996) used video camcorders in  sewer-pipe housings to carry out 
transect surveys, Abdo et al. (2006) used digital still cameras in acrylic housings to 
m easure the volum es of sponges, whereas Shortis et al. (2009a) used video cameras in 
alum inium  housings for deep-w ater habitat surveys.

Stereo camera systems can, of course, be constructed using pairs of single off-the- 
shelf cameras. Major m anufacturers, such as Canon and Sony, offer underw ater 
housings that are capable of deploym ent to depths of up  to 10 m. Canon provides 
underw ater housings for m ore than  40 digital still cameras, and Sony offers a 
w aterproof housing that is compatible w ith m ore than  20 camcorder models. To 
access greater depths, specialized housings are required  from  independent 
m anufacturers, such as Ikelite and Sealux. The housings are com posed of 
polycarbonate or alum inium  and are rated  to 50-100 m.

There are three substantive issues that m ust be resolved for stereo camera systems 
constructed as one-off solutions (Shortis et al., 2009b). First, the cameras m ust be 
synchronized in order to avoid systematic errors in the m easurem ents. Ideally, the 
cameras should be electronically synchronized to fire exposures sim ultaneously. This 
is possible for systems based on digital interfaces used w ith digital video cameras, 
and is feasible for digital still cameras. For other types of cameras, especially video 
camcorders, electronic synchronization is not feasible and other techniques m ust be 
adopted. Harvey and  Shortis (1996) were the first to use a system  of flashing LEDs 
w ithin the fields of view  of both cameras in order to visually synchronize video 
camcorders to the nearest frame. This level of synchronization is sufficient in most 
circumstances, bu t m ay lead to system atic errors for fast-swim m ing species or rap id  
m ovem ent of the camera system.

The second fundam ental requirem ent is that the system  be geometrically stable. 
Clearly, the camera housings m ust be rigidly connected to a base bar so that the 
separation and relative orientation of the housings are fixed. Any change to the 
geom etry will invalidate the calibration of the system. Similarly, the total optical path 
from  the camera sensor to the external interface w ith the w ater m ust also be stable. 
Any change in the integrity of the optical path  can also invalidate the calibration,
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depending on the type of calibration strategy. To avoid changes in geometry, it is 
often the case that lenses w ith a fixed focal length, rather than  zoom  lenses, are used 
w ith digital video or digital still cameras. The focus setting is selected so that it is 
physically recoverable, usually at infinity, or the focus ring is locked at a particular 
setting. Cam corders require that the zoom  and focus settings are recoverable, and 
usually set to infinity and the w idest field of view. Furtherm ore, extensive testing 
w ith a range of cameras and housings across m any deploym ents has revealed that 
the geom etric relationship betw een the camera lens and the housing port is also 
im portant (Shortis et al., 2000). Stability of the system  is m axim ized if there are rigid 
connections betw een the cameras and their ports in order to ensure that the total 
optical path  is not a w eakness in the calibration.

The final consideration is the base-to-distance ratio, know n in classical aerial 
photogram m etry as the base-he igh t ratio. The precision of photogram m etric 
m easurem ents in  the plane parallel w ith  the photographs and in the direction 
perpendicular to the base deteriorate in proportion to the distance from  the cameras 
and the square of the distance from  the cameras, respectively. Precision in the 
direction perpendicular to the base im proves in proportion to the length of the base 
betw een the cameras. Accordingly, the precision of m easurem ents of three- 
dim ensional positions to determ ine a length, such as those at the snout and  tail of a 
fish, are influenced negatively by distance and positively by base length.

A lthough m any factors need to be considered, from  well-established experience in 
stereo photogram m etry, the base-to-distance ratio should ideally be w ithin the range 
of 1:1 to 1:5. A ratio m ore than 1:1 results in large changes in perspective that will 
affect the accuracy of stereo m easurem ent, as well as the lim itation of stereo coverage 
in positions close to the cameras, whereas a ratio less than  1:10 will lead to a rap id  
deterioration in  precision. Accordingly, the base betw een the cameras should be 
designed to be appropriate to the expected range of distances betw een the cameras 
and the fauna or flora to be m easured. Sensible limits on the physical size of the base 
restrict the potential range at w hich m easurem ents can be captured, so inevitably the 
design of stereo camera systems is a compromise betw een portability and optimal 
precision of m easurem ent.

As digital technology improves, it allows the acquisition of vast am ounts of data in 
ever-decreasing am ounts of time. However, the ability to analyse and m anage these 
data is not developing at the same rate. The current bottlenecks for fully utilizing 
underw ater im agery are: (i) event-logging software that directly accesses the 
recording m edium ; (ii) database software for quick and efficient m anagem ent, search, 
and retrieval of images; (iii) software that can correct for camera altitude (for seabed 
applications); and (iv) autom ated processing algorithm s (Somerton and Gledhill, 
2005).

Stereo inform ation can also be retrieved from  a single moving camera, provided that 
successive images are overlapping (Hartley and Zisserman, 2004). This technique, 
know n as structure-from-motion, requires accurate inform ation about the m otion of 
the camera. It has the advantage over two-cam era stereo systems that m ultiple 
images can provide observations of an object from  m ore than tw o angles. For 
quantitative uses, the camera needs to be calibrated (Scaramuzza et ah, 2006). As 
images need to be overlapping, lenses w ith w ide fields of view  are preferred, such as 
om nidirectional, spherical, and fisheye (Terabayashi et ah, 2009). The choice of lens 
depends on the application. As cameras on AUVs become m ore prevalent, obtaining
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as m uch inform ation from  the optical systems as possible will be the challenge for 
data processing and analysis.

4 .3 .2  Im age analysis

Image processing and analysis is a huge field w ith m any scientific, commercial, and 
personal applications. Indeed, it is so ubiquitous that the nam e of one software 
package, "Photoshop", is commonly used as a verb. It is impossible to cover the full 
range of w hat can be done but some of the general categories are discussed briefly 
below. Commercial or open-source software is available to do all of the tasks that are 
described. The categories are:

• Image enhancement, which covers m ost of the personal applications. 
Brightness, contrast, sharpness, and colour balance can be adjusted. 
Beyond this, the three channels of colour photographs can be m anipulated 
individually or com bined in any fashion. For example, the red  channel of a 
re d -g re e n -b lu e  aerial image will not pick up  features m uch deeper than  a 
few m etres in the ocean, because of the high absorption of red  w avelengths 
by seawater. The blue channel, on the other hand, will penetrate to a few 
tens of m etres in clear waters.

• Automatic target recognition, which requires some inform ation about the 
target, bu t w hat inform ation to use depends on the target. For example, 
w hen trying to detect seagrass against a sandy bottom  from  aerial 
photographs, com paring the brightness of each pixel w ith a threshold 
value m ay be sufficient. Identifying different types of seagrass m ay require 
recognizing subtle differences in colour. Pattern-recognition techniques 
use inform ation from  m ultiple pixels to m ake a determ ination. For 
example, object shape can be used to identify individual fish or plankton in 
an image (Culverhouse et al., 1996; 2003) or schools in a lidar return.

• Target tracking, which requires the capability to identify the same object 
in successive images, generally acquired at video-fram e rates of 25 or 30 
fps. As the camera m easures the tw o-dim ensional angle betw een the 
optical axis of the camera and the object, additional inform ation is required 
to find the position. This can be done by using a second camera to obtain 
tw o additional angles or an acoustic rangefinder to obtain the distance to 
the object. Once the position of the object is m easured in  a succession of 
images, its trajectory can be calculated. A n example w ould  be the 
behaviour of fish in a net from  video.

4 .4  M etada ta

W hatever the data source, m etadata are a critical component. For fishery 
applications, this generally includes at least time and position.

The m ost common form at for digital-cam era m etadata is EXIF (exchangeable image 
file format), which is a feature of JPEG (joint photographic experts group) image files. 
EXIF inform ation can be view ed and edited in  m ost image-processing program s. It 
generally includes camera settings and can also include GPS position, copyright 
status, artist, artist's comments, and more. In fact, there are over 100 fields in  this 
format.

More specific m etadata formats are also available. As an example, the H abitat 
Ecology D ata M anagem ent G roup at the Bedford Institute of Oceanography in 
C anada has been providing services to a variety of research program m es using
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m etadata-capture tools for at-sea collection, post-processing, and archival. A great 
deal of this w ork in the past few years has included m etadata associated w ith image 
collection. To m eet this requirem ent, protocols and practices were developed to 
ensure that these m etadata can be linked to the image.

As standard  practice, all of the available navigation data are captured and saved. The 
m inim um  requirem ents are GPS position, time, sounding and gyro heading. An 
audio-encode device (e.g. GeoStamp, Intuitive Circuits) is used to w rite the GPS time 
to the audio track of any digital tape that is recorded. Event-data are captured and 
annotation of event (e.g. species seen), class (e.g. substrate character), and station- 
keeping inform ation are perform ed at sea using an in-house software package called 
CAROL.

CAROL is a Delphi 6.0 digital logbook that accepts serial-feed National M arine 
Electronics Association (NMEA) strings and writes out flagged events w ith  a 
concatenated consecutive day and GPS time-string (GPSTime). The user can preset 
m any of the features (COM port num ber, c lass-event fields, m ission ID, etc.) using 
an initialization, or "ini", file. The program  is a graphical user interface (GUI) w ith 
program m ed buttons that can be pressed to capture the GPSTime from  the serial feed 
and write out to an ASCII text file.

The opening page provides entry points for station-keeping information, and  there 
are buttons to prom pt for specifically designed capture-device pages. The page also 
has colour-coded status "lights" that flash green to show  that data feeds are 
functioning. Each of these device pages has a set of buttons that allow the user to 
annotate the im portant points during the data-capture sequence. Blue areas are filled 
in by the program m e, and  white fields are user-updateable and flag comments w ith 
GPSTime on the adjacent button-press.

These device pages allow the user to m anage all of the station-keeping information, 
and there is also another level of m etadata control for at-sea data collection, allowing 
initial interpretation of the images being recorded. This is the class-event page. For 
this page, the user can preset the bu tton  values and quick keys in the "ini" file so that 
the program m e is set for the type of research being conducted. For the events button- 
or key-presses, CAROL writes flagged times into a text-output file. The class flags are 
different in  that they are used for tim ed coverage of substrate classification. Each key
press starts the collection of GPSTime stamps, at w hatever the serial-feed rate is, for a 
predeterm ined length of time. The tim e-length is defined in  the "ini" file, and in the 
m iddle of the interval, a rem inder w indow  indicates that the substrate flag will be 
tu rned  off and gives the user the option of continuing.

There are tw o ou tpu t files: "D" and "R". Both are ASCII text containing all of the 
captured m etadata using proprietary NMEA strings. The "D" file contains only the 
flagged CAROL strings, and the "R" file contains these strings interspersed w ith the 
raw  NMEA from  the serial-port navigation stream.

The text files are processed into tables using Microsoft Access 2002 database scripts 
for easy data processing and extraction. Some of the processing is still done by 
m anual m anipulation, and the products generally end  u p  being presented as 
geographic inform ation system  (GIS) layers w ith  hyperlinked stills (if taken) or 
graphs, etc. Microsoft W indows XP shared-drive environm ent is used to allow secure 
access to the products.
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4 .5  Calibration

4.5 .1  S te reo  cam eras

There are m any approaches to the total calibration of stereo camera systems. One 
approach is an integrated process in w hich the cam era's internal characteristics (such 
as principal distance and lens distortions) and the relative orientation (base 
separation and relative pointing directions) of the cameras are determ ined 
sim ultaneously (King, 1995; H arvey and Shortis, 1996). O ther approaches to 
calibration follow a two- or three-step approach that determ ines groups of 
param eters sequentially for convenience or for operational reasons (Leatherdale and 
Turner, 1983; Li et al., 1997). In the m ultistep approach, the first phase determ ines the 
internal characteristics independently  for each camera. In the second phase, the 
relative orientations of the calibrated cameras are determ ined using stereo-image 
m easurem ents. In the absence of an external reference, all locations determ ined from 
correlating left and right im ages are com puted w ith respect to (typically) the centre of 
the base betw een the cameras and the m ean-pointing direction. If an absolute 
reference is required (e.g. in longitudinal studies of seabed habitats), an absolute 
orientation is required. This final step of locating and orienting the camera pair w ith 
respect to the external datum  is discussed in other subsections of this section (e.g. 
Section 4.2).

M ost underw ater film cameras are one of tw o types: (i) semi-metric, w hich have 
relatively low  and stable lens distortion and m ay contain fiducial or reseau m arks to 
m odel film distortion; or (ii) non-metric, which can have high and unstable lens 
distortion and do not contain fiducial or reseau m arks (Osborn, 1997). A lthough the 
quality of cameras, especially digital cameras, is continually im proving and the CCD 
and CMOS sensors are m uch m ore reliable than  film, these systems m ust be 
calibrated, and depending on the stability of the camera body, lens, and  m ounting 
systems, they m ust be calibrated at regular intervals.

For quantitative use, photographic systems m ust be geometrically calibrated for 
accurate m easurem ents (Harvey and  Shortis, 1998). There are intrinsic and extrinsic 
param eters for camera calibration. The reconstruction of an object from  stereo 
im agery requires three orientations: (i) interior (within the cameras), (ii) relative 
(between the cameras), and (iii) absolute (between cameras and object space; Osborn,
1997). Interior orientation references four types of physical param eters: (i) principal 
distance, (ii) principal point, (iii) lens distortion (e.g. radial and decentring), and (iv) 
image distortion. The principal distance is the separation betw een the perspective 
centre of the lens and  the focal plane, and it varies w ith  the focus of the lens. W hen 
the lens is focused at infinity, the principal distance is approxim ately equal to the 
nom inal focal length of the lens. The principal point is the intersection of the optical 
axis w ith the focal plane. Radial lens distortion results from  the preference in lens 
design for image quality over im age geom etry for m ass-produced lenses, whereas 
decentring distortion is caused by coaxial m isalignm ent of the lens elements. Other 
distortions in the lens arise from  non-uniformities in  the shape (i.e. curvature) or in 
hom ogeneity of the lens material, w hich affect the refractive properties of the lens. If 
the focus of the lens is adjustable, then the principal point and distance m ust be 
calibrated for each focus setting.

In an ideal lens, all perspective centres, image points, and  the objects depicted in the 
images should be collinear (Figure 4.3). This m eans that, for every point, there is a 
straight line that connects that point w ith the perspective centre (Osborn, 1997). 
Deviations in the straight line are distortions in the image. In addition to lens
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distortions, image distortions m ay be caused by imperfections in  the receiver (e.g. 
CCD or CMOS sensor) or irregularities in the positioning or orientation of the sensor 
relative to the lens. Geometric errors result from  lens distortion, non-perpendicularity 
of the im age plane and cam era's optical axis, and the lim ited spatial resolution of the 
pixel array and distortions resulting from  the analogue-to-digital conversion.

\  Perspective-/

P rin c ip a l d is ia n c e

Figure 4.3. Stereo camera geom etry. (Redrawn from  O sb o m , 1997.)

Extrinsic param eters define the relative geometries betw een paired (stereo) cameras 
and to the absolute orientation of the camera pair in free space. Relative geometries 
include the separation of the perspective centres of each lens, the pointing angles of 
the tw o optical axes, and the rotations of the sensors (CCD or CMOS sensors in 
digital cameras; Harvey and Shortis, 1996). Once the relative orientations of the two 
cameras have been established, their orientation w ith  respect to the landscape can be 
determ ined. This is done by com paring objects w ith  know n location and orientation 
(e.g. vertical and horizontal orientation and location w ith respect to direction) in an 
image or by incorporating tilt, angle, gyroscope, or other instrum ents on the 
m ounting apparatus. The absolute geom etry can then be incorporated in the image 
analyses if the images and sensors are synchronized.

There has been a steady developm ent of calibration m ethods, including: (i) the use of 
grids at a specified range (Adams, 1982; Snow et al., 1993), w hich has the 
disadvantage of the calibration being valid at only the calibration range; (ii) the use of 
checkerboard patterns (e.g. Ruff et al., 1995); (iii) the use of three-dim ensional objects, 
such as cubes (Shortis et al., 2003), grids, and targets in two-stage calibrations (Li et al.,
1997); and (iv) in situ, free-network, self-calibrations (Harvey and Shortis, 1996). The 
calibration of intrinsic and relative param eters can be done in  air, bu t the refractive 
properties of the w ater and lens m ust be incorporated. If the calibration is done in air 
or in different environm ental conditions than the images were acquired, the 
refractive properties can be incorporated using explicit ray tracing. Ray tracing is a 
rigorous solution, bu t is only as good as the m odel used and  the range of conditions 
anticipated. If the environm ental conditions change, the correction m ay not be valid. 
In general, radial distortion is the prim ary com ponent of im age distortion caused by 
the refractive interfaces and is difficult to m odel accurately (Harvey and Shortis,
1998). The alternative is to allow the effects of refraction, radial distortion, and 
asym m etry to be implicitly absorbed in  the intrinsic and extrinsic calibration 
param eters. This m ethod is w idely adopted and utilized by m ost calibration 
procedures.
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All calibration m ethods utilize a calibration object that is tw o-dim ensional (e.g. 
checkerboard) or three-dim ensional (e.g. frame or grid) w ith m easurem ent points. If 
the locations of the calibration object and m easurem ent points are predeterm ined, the 
calibration is externally constrained (Baldwin and Newton, 1982). A lthough this 
m ethod is used and appears advantageous, the positioning of the calibration object 
m ust be accurately and precisely known, and the object m ust be rigid. In order to 
m eet these conditions, a free-network self-calibration based on a self-calibrating, 
m ultistation bundle solution of G ranshaw  (1980) has been used and is a convenient 
m ethod of calibrating cameras (Harvey and Shortis, 1998). A disadvantage to self
calibrations is that there are potential correlations am ong the principal point location, 
decentring lens distortion, lens locations, and orientation of the cameras. 
Furtherm ore, the calibrations are effectively empirical and are unlikely to be optimal 
w hen applied to different conditions or different camera-to-object distances. 
Additionally, m any images m ust be acquired in order to maximize the confidence 
w ith which the calibration param eters are determ ined. However, the convenience 
and quality (accuracy and precision) of these types of calibrations have been shown 
to be sufficient and  beneficial for fishery applications w hen the camera system  is 
stable, environm ental conditions are similar, and the objects to be m easured are at the 
same range of distances.

In recent years, com puter-vision applications have rekindled interest in calibration 
techniques (Remondino and Fraser, 2006). The com puter-vision applications have 
developed separate calibration m ethods, which are not necessarily based on 
photogram m etry. The accuracy, precision, and application will dictate w hich of two 
underlying functional models should be used: (i) a camera m odel based on 
perspective projection; or (ii) a projective camera m odel supporting projective rather 
than  Euclidean-scene reconstruction. For example, photogram m etric m ethods often 
support m easurem ent accuracy of 1:20 000, whereas com puter-vision applications 
m ay only require 5% (camera-to-object distance) accuracy. These m ethods can be 
further categorized into linear techniques, non-linear techniques, and  a combination 
of linear and non-linear. Linear techniques are quick and  simple, bu t cannot 
accom m odate lens distortion and  are the least accurate. N on-linear techniques, which 
form  the basis of self-calibrating bundle adjustm ents, are founded in 
photogram m etry. Com bination m ethods use a two-phase approach, w here the linear 
param eters are determ ined first and then the non-linear param eters are configured. 
Calibration m odels for machine and com puter vision (Heikkila and  Silven, 1997; 
Zhang, 2000) em ploy reference grids (e.g. checkerboard pattern) and  are mostly 
based on the m ethod of Tsai (1986,1987).

Two commonly used software packages for stereo calibration and stereo-image 
analysis are the Vision M easurem ent System (VMS), w hich is part of Geometric 
Software (www .geom soft.com ), and a calibration toolbox (http://w w w .vision. 
caltech.edu/bouguetj/calib_doc/) developed in M atlab (The M athworks, Inc., Natick, 
MA, USA). The VMS system  utilizes the free-network self-calibration w ith  images 
from  a three-dim ensional cube. The calibration toolbox uses images from  a two- 
dim ensional checkerboard for calibration.

For colour cameras, the above calibrations are still required, bu t additional effects 
m ust be considered. One issue is chromatic aberration in the lens, w hich is usually 
separated into longitudinal (axial) and lateral (oblique) aberrations (Remondino and 
Fraser, 2006). Longitudinal aberrations cause blurring of the image, w hich is difficult 
to rectify. Oblique aberrations cause a degree of m isregistration of the colour 
channels and offer the possibility of correction in post-processing.

http://www.geomsoft.com
http://www.vision
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The calibration of stereo cameras is a straightforw ard and  rap id  process that can take 
place in  an on-board tank on the vessel or, conditions perm itting, adjacent to, or 
beneath, the vessel. The calibration fixture can either be secured in position while the 
cameras are m anoeuvred around it, or m anipulated while the cameras are secured in 
position; a com bination of both approaches can also be used. For example, a small 
tw o-dim ensional checkerboard m ay be m anipulated  in  front of an ROV stereo 
camera system  held in a tank. For a diver-controlled stereo camera system, a large 
three-dim ensional calibration fixture m ay be tethered underneath  the vessel and the 
cameras m oved around it. In either case, the outcom e is a convergent netw ork of 
m any exposures of the calibration fixture, w ith  the fixture filling the im age frame and 
incorporating m ultiple rolls about the optical axis of the cameras. This network 
geom etry and fram e coverage are necessary to ensure that the camera calibration 
param eters are recovered both  reliably and precisely (Shortis et ah, 2009b). Rapid 
m easurem ent and processing of the captured images are afforded by the autom atic 
recognition of the checkerboard pattern  (Zhang, 2000) or the use of coded targets 
(Shortis et ah, 2003).

4 .5 .2  H yperspectral im ag er

Two factors need to be addressed in the calibration of a hyperspectral imager: (i) 
spectral calibration of the dispersive elem ent and the detector array, and (ii) 
radiom etric calibration of the receiver. The approach to the form er is similar to that 
for non-im aging spectrometers, and the approach to the latter is similar to that for 
other radiom eters. Davis et ah (2002) provide a good description of calibration of the 
ocean portable hyperspectral im ager for low-light spectroscopy (Ocean PHILLS), 
based on a technique of Bowles et ah (1998).

In spectral calibration of the Ocean PHILLS, a diffuse surface is illum inated by 
oxygen, m ercury, argon, and helium  gas-emission lamps, one at a time. The diffuse 
surface allows a uniform  spectral illum ination across the system. The know n 
positions of the emission lines are m atched to the position of the line in  the detector 
array. Despite the care w ith w hich this is done, the authors note small (1 -3  nm) 
discrepancies betw een the laboratory calibration and the spectral position of strong 
atm ospheric spectral features, such as the Fraunhofer line at 431 nm  and the oxygen 
absorption peak at 762 nm. The laboratory calibration is adjusted, if necessary, to 
m atch these features in field m easurem ents.

Radiom etric calibration of the Ocean PHILLS is done w ith a i m  integrating sphere 
coated w ith Spectraflect and illum inated w ith u p  to 10 halogen lamps. A colour filter 
is placed in  front of the instrum ent to obtain a spectral inpu t that is w hiter than the 
spectrum  from  the sphere. A decade of dynam ic range is obtained by illum inating the 
sphere w ith 1-10 of the halogen lamps, and the quadratic response of each pixel to 
incident radiance is obtained. This response function is used as the calibration for 
each pixel in the array. The authors found that the response of this system  was very 
linear, w ith the non-linear term  in the calibration typically accounting for less than 
0.1% of the total irradiance at each detector element.

4 .5 .3  Lidar

In principle, radiom etric calibration of a backscatter lidar is simple: a flat target of 
know n optical properties is illum inated w ith  the lidar, and the receiver response is 
m easured. For convenience, a diffuse target w ith reflectivity R  is chosen. The 
reflectivity of a diffuse target can be related to the equivalent volume-backscatter 
coefficient of scatterers in the w ater by the relationship
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_R =  0 .57I C T p ( 7l ) ,

where c is the speed of light in water, t  is the laser pulse length, and  (j(tt) is the 
volum e scattering coefficient at a scattering angle of n  radians, or volume-backscatter 
coefficient. ß(7i) is the fundam ental optical m easurem ent of a profiling lidar and can 
be related to the density of fish or other scatterers if the optical TS is known.

In practice, this calibration procedure, like m any others, is difficult to do precisely. 
The m ain problem  is the difficulty in  obtaining a well-calibrated reflectance target 
that provides a signal level similar to that obtained in the ocean; reflectance values of 
available standards are m uch too high. Thus, it is necessary to m ake the calibration 
m easurem ent at m uch higher signal levels and carefully m easure the non-linearities 
in the receiver, or to attenuate the transm itted beam  and carefully m easure the 
attenuation. A ttem pts have also been m ade to do in situ  calibration by flying the lidar 
over a calibration target suspended in  the ocean, an approach that requires 
extraordinary piloting skills.

4 .6  M easu rem en t  uncertain ty

The accuracy, precision, and tim e-based stability of photographic m easurem ents have 
been investigated for m any years. This attention to detail comes from  the use of 
photographs and digital images in photogram m etry. M easurem ent uncertainty has 
been investigated as tw o general components: (i) the precision and time-based 
stability of the camera system; and (ii) the accuracy of the measures, such as length, 
com pared w ith  the true dim ensions of the object of interest.

The accuracy of stereo analysis depends prim arily on three com ponents of the 
system: (i) the spatial sam pling of the sensors; (ii) the accuracy to w hich the image 
can be identified and distinguished in  the image; and (iii) the spatial separation of the 
cameras (Ruff et al., 1995). The stability of the m easurem ents over tim e (as opposed to 
short-term  jitter of the camera) is affected by physical handling (e.g. during 
deploym ents, charging batteries, and replacing the m em ory of the camera either in or 
out of the m ounting apparatus) and by changing environm ental conditions that can 
alter the optical properties of the water. Accuracy and/or uncertainty are difficult to 
evaluate except under very controlled conditions.

Typically, airborne calibrations have higher precision than  calibrations done in  water. 
H arvey and Shortis (1998) dem onstrated the precision of underw ater m easurem ents 
over repeated calibrations of approxim ately one-half the dim ension of a pixel. This is 
a reduction in precision from  airborne calibrations that commonly have precisions of 
0.1- to 0.2-fold the pixel dimension, w ith best-case precisions of 0.02-0.03 pixels using 
discrete targets in optim al conditions (Shortis et al., 1995, 2001). M easurem ent 
variability was found to be less w hen calibrations were perform ed in a "clean" 
environm ent than  w hen calibrated in situ. For example, Harvey and  Shortis (1998) 
found that calibrations done in open w ater were almost three times as variable as 
those done in  a pool. H andling of the cameras appears to be the m ost com m on source 
of introducing variability in camera calibrations. Zoom lenses are less accurate than 
fixed lenses, for w hich a 72% degradation in  internal precision and a decrease of 44% 
in external accuracy have been reported  (Shortis et al., 2006).

M easurem ent accuracy, especially in situ  on mobile species such as fish, is difficult to 
quantify and  evaluate. Stereo video m easurem ents have been com pared w ith  visual 
estim ates by divers, w here the divers' estimates were considered as the standard, but 
these com parisons raised questions about the accuracy of the visual estimates
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(Harvey et al., 2001b, 2002). For example, Harvey et al. (2001a) dem onstrated 
considerable im provem ent in the coefficient of variation (CV) for stereo video 
m easurem ents (<5%) as opposed to visual estimates by novice and  experienced 
divers (10-30%) w hen m easuring lengths of plastic silhouettes. Cam era angles of 
greater than  50° relative to the target can result in  significant degradation in 
m easurem ent accuracy (Harvey and Shortis, 1996).

W hether a calibration is done using a three-dim ensional cube or a two-dim ensional 
checkerboard does not appear to affect the stability of calibrations. Ruff et al. (1995) 
found a 1-1.5% error in  length m easurem ents of range using the checkerboard, and 
ca. 3.6% in length m easurem ents of real fish (two fish). H ughes and Kelly (1996) 
found a m ean error of 0.47 cm (0.27 cm s.d.) in locating grid  points using orthogonally 
located cameras (i.e. not stereo video). Petrell et al. (1997) obtained 0.5% error in 
m easurem ents of fish mass (fish length was ±2.1% and height was ±5.8% from 
stereo); precision was ±3% for fork length and ±4.5% for w idth. These m easurem ents 
were done on stationary and dead fish. Swimming fish w ere w ithin ±5% (Petrell et 
al., 1997; Shieh and Petrell, 1998). Li et al. (1997) dem onstrated accuracies of 0.8 cm in 
lateral directions and 1.2 cm along depth  direction for objects w ithin a 2 -3  m  range 
(0.3% lateral and  0.4% depth). W ang et al. (2008) used a three-dim ensional 
checkerboard cube for calibration and found errors of approxim ately 2 m m  in the x, y, 
and z directions and error in fork-length estim ation of approxim ately 1 cm.

Im provem ents in camera technology and post-processing m ethods appear to be 
im proving stereo m easurem ents. H arvey et al. (2003b) report errors associated w ith 
estim ating southern bluefin tuna lengths of less than 0.6% and body depths (dorsal to 
ventral distance) of less than  1.4% in an aquaculture setting. For reef fish, Harvey et 
al. (2004) revealed errors associated w ith estim ating range (distance of the object from 
the camera) of less than 1%, and  interestingly, this error d id  not significantly increase 
w ith increasing distance. Harvey et al. (2003a, 2003b) also reported  differences in 
calibration settings betw een salt w ater and freshwater, indicating that care m ust be 
taken w hen using cameras in salt w ater that w ere calibrated in freshwater, and vice 
versa. They recom m end using

significance
|parametert -  parameter

variance, + vanance,

to com pare param eters over time (t).
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5 Applications

James Churnside, Richard O'Driscoll, M ichael Jech, Emma Jones, Gavin J. 
Macaulay, Howard McElderry, Stephen J. Smith, and Eirik Tenningen

There are m any applications of fisheiy optical technologies, and their num ber is 
grow ing rapidly. Several examples are presented here as illustrations, bu t the list is 
by no m eans exhaustive.

5.1 Video an d  still cam era  surveys

One of the m ost obvious applications for video or im aging surveys is the study of 
coral reefs. The w ater is typically shallow and clear, so very high-quality images can 
be obtained by a video or still camera carried by a diver. Corals can often be 
identified to species level (Cruz et ah, 2008). Surveys similar to those of Cruz et al. 
(2008) and  Kikuchi et al. (2003a, 2003b) in Brazil, have been conducted at num erous 
other locations, including Australia (Carleton and Done, 1995), the Caribbean Sea 
(Aronson et al., 1994; Rogers and  Miller, 2001), the Philippines (Alcala and  Vogt, 
1997), and  the M ariana Islands (H ouk and  van Woesik, 2006). The m ost complete 
evaluation com pared results from  six different techniques in the Red Sea (Leujak and 
Orm ond, 2007). They concluded that video transects provided  the m ost cost-effective 
technique for detecting changes in reef structure, bu t high-resolution still cameras 
were better able to capture the m ore detailed inform ation required  to understand  the 
processes behind these changes.

Coral reefs can also be surveyed from  above the surface of the water, although the 
level of detail is reduced. Figure 5.1, for example, is a satellite im age of a segm ent of 
the Great Barrier Reef in Australia. Satellite data can be used to detect coral bleaching 
on large spatial scales (Yamano and Tarnura, 2004; Kutser and Jupp, 2006), bu t coral 
types cannot be distinguished (Kutser and Jupp, 2006). M ore detail is available in 
aerial im agery (Berkelmans and Oliver, 1999), so m ore inform ation can be obtained. 
As w ith any im aging system, the trade-off is betw een the ability to resolve fine-scale 
details and the ability to cover large areas quickly. W ith readily available image 
arrays, the swathe w id th  will vary by a factor of ca. 500 to a few thousand times the 
resolution.
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Figure 5.1. True-colour im age o f section  o f the Great Barrier R eef o ff the coast o f  A ustralia, taken  
w ith  the m ulti-angle  im ag in g  spectroradiom eter (M ISR). Im age w id th  is  about 360 km , w ith  a 
reso lu tion  o f 240 m. (Im age courtesy o f the NASA/GSFC/LaRC/J PL, M ISR  Team .)

W here the bottom  topography is sm oother than that found in  coral reefs, it is possible 
to perform  in-w ater video surveys of the bottom  w ithout the need for a diver to hold 
the camera. ROVs have been used to study groundfish (Adams et al., 1995) and 
juvenile flatfish (Norcross and M ueter, 1999). Towed vehicles have been used to 
study the abundance of rockfish (Sebastes spp.; M artin and Yamanaka, 2004) and the 
association of lobsters {Homarus americanus) w ith bottom  type (Tremblay et ah, 2009). 
A tow ed sled was used to survey scallops (Patinopecten caurinus) in the Gulf of Alaska 
(Rosenkranz and Byersdorfer, 2004). AUVs have been used to survey groundfish 
(Clarke et al., 2009) and other fish (Auster et al., 2005). These are just a few examples 
in a field that is expanding rapidly.

Recently, aerial surveys of sardines have been undertaken in  the N ortheast Pacific. A 
high-resolution digital camera was flown at an altitude of 1300 m. Sardines were 
identified by inspection of the images, and the area of each school in  the image was 
m easured. Selected schools w ere captured after the aerial image was obtained, and 
the biom ass was obtained at the processing plant. The schools were selected to cover 
the range of sizes observed. A linear regression of biomass against school area from  
the captured schools was used for the entire survey. This technique was not intended 
to be an accurate estim ate of total biomass, because it was clear that not all schools 
w ould  be visible. Instead, it was used as a m inim um  estim ate to constrain population 
models.

5.2  Trawl cam eras

The use of traw ls for verifying the species composition of backscatter dates back to 
the first fisheiy applications of underw ater acoustics. The com bination of traw ling 
and acoustics has been successful for fishery m anagem ent and will continue to be a 
veiy useful tool for m anaging fisheries. The downsides of traw ls are that: they are 
lethal to the organism s that are captured; fragile organism s can be destroyed to the 
extent that identification is problematic; and, in m ost cases, only a subset of the fish 
caught is actually used for biological m easurem ents (e.g. length, weight, sex, 
m aturity, age, and diet). In addition, although acoustic data provide high-resolution 
inform ation on the spatial distribution of organisms, traw ls tend  to spatially integrate 
over larger volum es than  do acoustic m easurem ents. A solution to this problem  is to 
position cameras near the aft-end of the traw l in order to optically "capture" the
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organism s as they pass through the net (K. Williams et al., 2010). A lthough cameras 
have been placed on nets for years in order to study the behaviour of fish w ithin and 
outside nets, and to address catchability and selectivity (see Section 5.5), in  this case 
the purpose of these cameras is to provide species and  length inform ation w ithout 
the need to physically capture the individuals.

Stereo cameras, LED strobes, com puter, microcontroller, sensors, and a battery pow er 
supply make u p  the system  used by NOAA's Alaska Fisheries Science Center (Figure 
5.2; K. Williams et al., 2010). The m achine-vision cameras are Joint Architectural 
Intelligence (JAI; www.jai.com) high-resolution, high-sensitivity cameras capable of 
capturing m ultim egapixel im ages at u p  to 15 fps. M achine-vision camera systems are 
m ore complex than  consum er systems, bu t provide greater control over image 
acquisition. The cameras have stereographic-projection lenses that provide 80° field 
of view w ith  little distortion (Figure 5.2). LED lam ps were chosen for their lower 
pow er consum ption, and the entire system  is housed in  a frame designed to 
w ithstand the rigours of trawling. C urrent efforts are directed at autom ated 
processing of the images for species identification and organism  length.
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Figure 5.2. (Left) Cam -Trawl system  sh o w in g  the stereo cam eras, LED lam ps, electronic h o u sin g s  
for pow er and data storage, and frame before it  is m oun ted  in  a m idw ater trawl. (Right) W alleye  
p o llo ck  (Theragra chalcogramma) and Pacific rockfish  (Sebastes spp.) in sid e  a m idw ater trawl. 
(Im ages courtesy of K. W illiam s and  R. T ow ler, N O A A  A laska F isheries Science Center.)

5 .3  Lidar surveys

Detection of fish schools by airborne lidar was dem onstrated originally by Squire and 
Krum boltz (1981). M ore recently, com parisons of lidar and echosounder 
m easurem ents of capelin (M allotus villosus) and herring (Clupea harengus; Brown et ah, 
2002), m ullet (family M ugilidae) and baitfish (Churnside et ah, 2003), Zooplankton 
(Churnside and Thorne, 2005), and epipelagic juvenile fish (Carrera et ah, 2006) have 
dem onstrated good agreement, provided that the m easurem ents were m ade w ithin a 
few days, and that both lidar and acoustic data were appropriately filtered to remove 
unw anted  signals.

Recently, C hurnside et ah (2011a) com pared airborne lidar and photography for 
surveys of m enhaden (Brevoortia tyrannus). Lidar was m ore reliable, w ith fewer 
m issed schools, fewer false detections, and less variability in repeated surveys of the 
same area. The photographs detected m ore schools, because of the w ider swathe. The 
m ain conclusion of this study was that the combination of lidar and photography was

http://www.jai.com
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veiy powerful, because the photographs provided im portant school identification 
inform ation and the lidar detected schools deeper in the water.

Between 1997 and 2005, the Polar Research Institute of M arine Fisheries and 
Oceanography (PINRO) carried out annual surveys on feeding mackerel in the 
Norw egian Sea (Figure 5.3). All of these surveys were carried out w ithin the 
fram ew ork of ecosystem surveys that were also collecting oceanographic data, which 
described current conditions and phenom ena at the sea surface and subsurface layers 
(sea surface tem perature (SST), transparency, pycnocline depth, chlorophyll a 
concentration, hydrodynam ics special structure, and distribution). Calibration and 
confirmation of fish concentrations were carried out by Russian and Norw egian 
research and commercial vessels. The large variability in the extent of the area 
surveyed and in the location of fish is clear from  these m aps. A lthough m ost of the 
data analysis was done m anually, some progress has been m ade in autom ating lidar 
processing in this region (Churnside et ah, 2009c).
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Figure 5.3. Spatial d istr ibu tion  o f m ackerel in  the N o rw eg ian  Sea b etw een  1997 and 2005. O uter  
green lin e  = boundary o f aerial surveys, inner b lu e  lin e  = total area o f m ackerel, p in k  shaded  
reg ion  = area o f h ig h est concentrations.
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One of the m ost prom ising applications for airborne lidar is as a com ponent of 
adaptive surveys. A broad-area airborne survey w ith lidar and photography could be 
used to direct an acoustic and traw l com ponent so that the surface vessel is used most 
effectively. In a study of sardines in  the N ortheast Pacific (Churnside et ah, 2009a), the 
aircraft and surface vessel covered the same areas in  order to allow "w hat if" 
investigations for different assum ptions about the vessel tim e available. In one case, 
vessel tim e was reduced to 60% of that in the original survey, bu t 90% of the original 
acoustic energy w ould  still have been detected. W ith a further reduction to 30% of 
the original vessel time, 70% of the original acoustic energy w ould  still have been 
detected. Of course, an adaptive survey w ith  the full am ount of vessel tim e w ould 
have produced a m uch m ore accurate survey, because more time w ould  have been 
spent on the higher concentrations of fish. More studies of this type are 
recom m ended in order to im prove the design of optim al adaptive surveys.

5.4 Supporting acoustic measurements
Optical observations and m easurem ents in fishery acoustics are generally used to 
m onitor behaviour w ith  respect to variability in TS, and for species identification. As 
the acoustic TS is a fundam ental m easure in fishery acoustics (M acLennan and 
Simmonds, 1992; Sawada et ah, 2002) and is highly dependent on fish behaviour 
(Nakken and Olsen, 1977; Towler et ah, 2003), there has been considerable interest in 
relating the behaviour of fish (Sawada et ah, 2009) and Zooplankton (Benfield et ah, 
1998; Jaffe et ah, 1998) to TS. M easurem ents have been m ade in situ  (Sawada et ah, 
2004; Takahashi et ah, 2004; Doray et ah, 2007) and ex situ  (Van Long et ah, 1985; 
Lundgren and Nielsen, 2008; G urshin et ah, 2009; Kang et ah, 2009).

A lthough these types of m easurem ents have been beneficial for relating behaviour to 
acoustic variability, obtaining them  is not a trivial matter.

Difficulties w ith m erging acoustic and optical data include the following.

1 ) Synchronizing the data streams, e.g. synchronizing the acoustic data w ith
the camera data. The acoustic system  and the camera are often controlled 
by separate com puters, and synchronizing these com puters to the 
necessary resolution can be difficult, especially for video data. One m ethod 
of alleviating the synchronidty issue is to use a still camera that is 
triggered by the acoustic system  (Lundgren et ah, 2001).

2 ) The time and effort required to process the optical data, e.g. processing the
video data for behavioural m easurem ents. These m easurem ents (e.g. angle 
of orientation or activity) are commonly done m anually, w hich is time- 
consum ing relative to processing the acoustic data.

3 ) The disparity in detection ranges betw een acoustics and  optics. Acoustic
systems can detect organism s tens to hundreds of m etres away, whereas 
optical systems require the targets to be w ithin metres. At the optimal 
ranges for optical m easurem ents, the targets can be w ithin the nearfield of 
the acoustic transducer, w here nearfield m easurem ents are not reliable.

4 ) The potential for avoidance. Optical m easurem ents often require artificial
light, which can strongly affect fish behaviour. Fish often avoid light 
sources directly, or lam ps m ay illum inate the vehicle, w hich can cause fish 
to flee. Conversely, fish m ay be attracted to a light source, bu t this w ould 
not be considered as altered behaviour. Infrared illum ination reduces the 
behavioural effects of light, bu t increases the potential response to the 
instrum ent platform  because of the short working distance required in the
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infrared. All of these issues can be overcome, bu t a commercial solution is 
not currently available.

Acoustic techniques are well suited to im aging the aquatic environm ent, bu t suffer 
from  poor im aging resolution w hen com pared w ith optical techniques. It is in this 
area that optical techniques can enhance acoustic m easurem ents, for example, by 
providing species, size, shape, and attitude to add  to the acoustic m easurem ents from 
a scattering object.

Determ ining the species of an organism  that generates an acoustic echo is useful, and 
sometimes essential, in m any aspects of fishery acoustics. Examples include in situ  TS 
m easurem ents and  species com position of acoustic m arks or layers for echo 
integration and partitioning.

In situ  TS m easurem ents typically involve ensonifying individual organism s and 
m easuring their backscatter. The TS varies w ith  m any attributes, including species, 
size, life-stage, behaviour, and tilt-and-roll relative to the acoustic beam. M ost of 
these attributes cannot be m easured w ith  acoustic techniques to any degree of 
precision. A ppropriate optical techniques (e.g. photographic images and video) can 
help: a single optical im age can provide species identification, whereas stereo images 
can provide inform ation on the tilt-and-roll angle and size. Successive images (e.g. 
from  video) can provide inform ation on behaviour and additional context to assist 
w ith fish identification (e.g. swim m ing behaviour).

The acoustic and optical instrum ents can be m ounted on one platform  and  attem pts 
m ade to collect sim ultaneous acoustic and optical m easurem ents of individual 
organisms. Alternatively, the optical instrum ents can be used separately in time and 
space to collect supporting information. W hich of these techniques is the most 
appropriate depends on m any factors, including operational requirem ents, 
equipm ent characteristics, and study constraints.

Sim ultaneous recording of acoustic and optical data from  fish is a common technique, 
particularly for in situ  and ex situ  TS studies (Nielsen and Lundgren, 1999; Ryan et ah, 
2009). The use of optical techniques to assist acoustic seabed classification is 
discussed in detail by A nderson et al. (2007).

If the acoustic and optical sensors are m ounted on one platform , m atching the 
sam pling volum es of the instrum ents should be considered. This involves 
consideration of the effective ranges and field-of-view. Field-of-view of an acoustic 
sensor is usually narrow  (a commonly used 38 kHz acoustic transducer has a beam  
angle of 7°), w ith  an effective range of about 3 m  to several hundreds of metres, 
w hereas that of a still camera or video is w ide (often m ore than  50°), w ith an effective 
range of 1 m  or less to approxim ately 10 m. The volum e of overlap can often be very 
small, w ith  the m inim um  range determ ined by transducer-nearfield considerations 
and the m axim um  range by penetration of light for the optical sensor. A nother 
consideration is the im aging resolution of an optical sensor, which decreases w ith 
range to the point w here even large objects can be difficult to identify. It is useful to 
have optical sensors w ith a w ider field-of-view so that m ore im ages of each organism  
are captured. This helps by providing additional visual inform ation about an 
organism, such as behaviour, length, and size. An alternative approach to matching 
sam pling volum es is to physically separate the optical and  acoustic sensors so that 
they image the same volum e of w ater at their respective optim al ranges.

To provide the m ost value, optical and acoustic m easurem ents can be taken 
sim ultaneously, w ith  the aim  of obtaining paired m easurem ents of the same
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organism; this requires some form  of synchronization betw een sensors. If the optic 
and acoustic systems are able to record tim estam ps in, or associated with, their data, 
synchronization can be accom plished in one of several ways.

1 ) Prior to deploym ent, an optical im age of a tim er display can be collected
on the acoustic equipm ent. The offset in times then allows the estim ation 
of any offset betw een the optical tim estam p and the acoustic timestam p. 
This relies on the tim estam ps in either system  not drifting or drifting in  a 
linear m anner (for w hich a similar record of the offset w ould  be required 
at the end of a deployment).

2 ) A tim estam p signal can be fed into the optical equipm ent, w hich then
records the tim e w ith  the optical data (for video, this can be achieved via a 
video overlay device). Inform ation can also be encoded into the audio 
track of video recordings using appropriate devices. The opposite is also 
possible: provide a tim estam p from  the optical system  to the acoustic 
system. The effect of any tim ing delays in the generation, transmission, 
and storing of the tim estam ps should be considered.

3 ) The taking of images or video can be synchronized w ith the pinging of the
echosounder, or vice versa. M ost scientific acoustic equipm ent has the 
facility to produce an electronic ping trigger, or to operate from  an external 
electronic ping trigger.

Unsynchronized target identification for TS is also useful, for example, lowering an 
optical sensor into an aggregation of fish can provide a m easure of target 
identification for TS studies.

Optical and acoustic sensors saturate at different organism  densities. For example, 
fish densities observed during in situ  TS studies can be too high to resolve single 
acoustic targets well before the optic sensors can no longer resolve single targets. 
Similarly, the relatively short range of optical sensors com pared w ith acoustic sensors 
can lead to situations w here m any acoustic targets are observed, b u t few are w ithin 
the range of the optical sensors. One approach to overcome this limitation, and also 
to allow com parison w ith  previous sw ept-area traw ls is to remove the codend from  a 
net and replace it w ith a video system  that can record the passage of fish through the 
opening (Bonacd and Wakefield, 2009; K. Williams et al., 2010). This technique is 
particularly useful in protected areas w here fishing is not allowed.

5.5 Behaviour

5.5 .1  B ehaviour tow ards traw ls

M ost of the current understanding of how  fish respond to fishing gear has been 
gained by observation in  the field, either directly by divers or through the use of 
underw ater cameras. The earliest observations were on D anish seinenets and 
dem ersal traw ls by divers in situ, either hanging onto the traw l itself or using a tow ed 
underw ater vehicle, w ho noted the variability in swim m ing behaviour at different 
tow ing speeds and the reactions to different com ponents of a traw l (Parrish et al., 
1962, 1964; Hemmings, 1969, 1973; Korotkow and M artyschewski, 1977; M ain and 
Sangster, 1981a, 1981b; Albert et al., 2003). The developm ent of the underw ater SIT 
camera that could be operated remotely, m ounted either onto a tow ed vehicle beside 
the traw l or directly onto the net, allowed observations at greater depths and towing 
speeds, and in m uch lower light conditions. These observations, although mainly 
qualitative, revealed characteristic avoidance reactions to the doors, herding
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behaviour in front of the sweeps and in  the traw l m outh, and escape behaviour once 
inside the traw l (W ardle, 1983).

Tank-based video studies have also enhanced the understanding of behaviour during 
the catching process (Blaxter et ah, 1964; Blaxter and Parrish, 1966; Glass and Wardle, 
1995; Glass et ah, 1993, 1995). The reactions of fish to m esh panels of different colours 
and contrasts dem onstrated that fish will tend  to stay clear of netting panels if they 
can see an escape route (Glass et ah, 1993), b u t they can learn to sw im  through meshes 
(Ozbilgin and Glass, 2004). O ther examples include: com parison of behaviour at 
different light levels using infrared illum ination (Ryer and Olla, 2000; Gabr et ah, 
2007); how  w ater tem perature affects swim m ing ability and  escape behaviour 
(Ozbilgin and W ardle, 2002); and  the limits of sw im m ing endurance for different 
species (He and W ardle, 1988; Yanase et ah, 2007). In all of these cases, the use of 
video to record reactions and replay them  at slow speeds allows a m ore detailed 
analysis, such as counting and tim ing of tail-beat frequencies, and the quantification 
of behavioural events.

The same analysis can be applied to footage collected in situ, although it is less easy 
to control am bient conditions, such as light level and w ater clarity. Quantification of 
behaviour can be done in  term s of orientation, swim m ing speed/gait, and  different 
short-scale events, such as turning to sw im  in a different direction, collision w ith 
another fish, or burst-sw im  to attem pt escape. These data can be used to build  simple 
echogram s (Castro et ah, 1992) and to characterize the behaviour of different species 
(Piasente et ah, 2004) or behaviour under different conditions, such as fish-escape 
behaviour under the influence of fish density (Godo et ah, 1999), codend pulsing 
(O'Neill et ah, 2003), towing speed and density (Jones et ah, 2008), and m esh type 
(Engâs et ah, 1988). Basic quantitative observations from  video can also be used to 
param etrize models. Kim and W ardle (2003) used swim m ing speed, acceleration, and 
angular velocity to classify behaviour as "optom otor" or "erratic". These 
observations were then used in a m odel based on chaos theory in a neural netw ork to 
predict fish responses in  the m outh  of a traw l (Kim and W ardle, 2005). Reid et ah 
(2007) used video footage of m onkfish (Lophius piscatorius) responses to sweeps, wing 
tips, and groundgear to produce quantitative inform ation for an individual-based, 
particle-tracking m odel of behaviour ahead of a survey trawl. Inform ation such as the 
initial state of the fish, different response behaviours and angle of movem ent, and 
distance m oved in response to sweeps, allowed estim ation of probability of escape 
over m ultiple interactions (Reid et ah, 2007).

U nderstanding the differences in behaviour of different species provides the basis for 
the developm ent of modifications to fishing gear in order to m itigate bycatch and 
discarding. Observations of differences in swim m ing behaviour betw een haddock 
(Melanogrammus aeglefinus) and w hiting (Merlangius merlangus), which tend  to rise 
tow ards the top sheet of the net as they fall back, and cod (Gadus morhua), w hich 
enter the net m uch lower down, form ed the basis of the horizontal-separator panel. 
O ther examples w here video observations of behaviour have been used in the 
developm ent of such tools include the separation of squid (Loligo pealeii) and scup 
(Stenotomus chrysops) in the inshore squid fishery of M assachusetts (Glass et ah, 2001), 
and the separation of halibut (Hippoglossus stenolepis), cod (Gadus macrocephalus), and 
sole in  the N orth Pacific groundfish fishery (Rose, 1995; Gauvin, 2008). The 
developm ent of successful bycatch reduction devices (BRDs) is often an iterative 
process, and video observation alongside selectivity experim ents can reveal valuable 
information, such as reactions to differences in w ater flow near BRDs (Engâs et ah, 
1999), w here and  w hen fish escape from  a grid  or panel (Grimaldo et ah, 2008), and
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differences in behavioural responses to "fluttering" as opposed to tense netting 
panels (Grimaldo et al., 2007).

Behaviour can be very different at low light levels, and flash photography, ICCD 
cameras, and infrared illum ination have revealed the lack of ordered orientation, 
avoidance, and escape behaviour in various species (Glass and W ardle, 1989; W alsh 
and Hickey, 1993; M atsuoka et al., 1997; Olla et al., 1997, 2000). There is still a lack of 
sufficient knowledge of behaviour in low  light conditions that m ay be best addressed 
by the use of observation tools that do not require light, such as the D idson acoustic 
camera.

5 .5 .2  B ehaviour tow ards s ta tio n a ry  g e a r  (pots an d  longlines)

Video, particularly stereo video, has been used extensively to study schooling 
behaviour (Dill et al., 1981; van Long et al., 1985). Pitcher et al. (1985) used a pair of 
35 m m  synchronized still cameras to collect three-dim ensional inform ation on fish in 
schools and  determ ined that mackerel and herring choose neighbours of a similar 
size. The structure of fish schools, including nearest-neighbour distance and external 
shape, has been studied using annular-tank and shadow  m ethods (Partridge et ah, 
1980). M ore recently, the study of schooling behaviour in relation to fishery surveys 
has used m ultibeam  sonars, bu t observations of individuals from  larger-scale studies 
are still required. Stereo video is also useful for studying fish sw im m ing in situ  
(Klimley and Brown, 1983; Long and Aoyama, 1985; van Rooij and Videler, 1996) and 
for length m easurem ents in aquaculture (McFarlane and Tillet, 1997; Shieh and 
Petrell, 1998; Steeves et ah, 1998; Lines et ah, 2001).

Tank-based observations using surveillance video w ith m ultiple cameras installed 
above a tank capturing 1 fps have been used to assess the reactions of fish to 
underw ater noise, such as that of a w ind turbine. The video allowed the position of 
fish to be quantified in  relation to the noise source over periods of days (Müller, 
2007). O ther w ork investigating the reaction of elasm obranchs to electric fields 
(Stoner and Kaimmer, 2008) looked at m agnetic deterrents for spiny dogfish (Squalus 
acanthias), using tank experim ents and  video.

5.6 Video-based electronic monitoring of fishing operations

Howard McElderry

5.6 .1  In troduction

Video-based electronic m onitoring (EM) is becoming a key part of the fishery 
m onitoring toolbox, particularly in  situations w here traditional observer-based 
alternatives w ould  be logistically or financially impractical.

Over the past decade Archipelago M arine Research Ltd. ("Archipelago") has 
p ioneered the developm ent of video-based electronic m onitoring technology for 
m onitoring commercial fishing activities. A num ber of pilot studies have been carried 
out to test the efficacy of this technology. Table 5.1 lists more than  25 studies 
spanning diverse geographies, fisheries, fishing vessels, gear types, and fishery 
m onitoring challenges. This work, sum m arized in McElderry (2008), dem onstrates its 
suitability across a range of m onitoring issues, including fishing location, catch, catch 
handling, fishing methods, quota m anagem ent, protected species interactions, and 
use of m itigation measures.
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A lthough appropriate to m onitoring in situations that are unsuitable for observers, 
EM is also useful in placem ents on vessels w ith observers, recognizing that it m ay be 
impossible for an observer to sim ultaneously m onitor different parts of a fishing 
vessel. A significant advance resulting from  EM technology is the ability to audit the 
accuracy of "self-reported data", or fishing inform ation provided  by vessel personnel. 
This capability, w idely used in British Colum bia groundfish fisheries, encourages 
industry  involvem ent in  data-collection activities, provides veracity to self-sample 
data, and  allows the creation of fully docum ented fisheries m ore efficiently than 
possible w ith an observer program m e.

5 .6 .2  Technology overview

A typical EM system, show n schematically in Figure 5.4, consists of up  to eight closed 
circuit television (CCTV) cameras, a GPS receiver, a hydraulic pressure sensor, w inch 
sensors, and  a control centre w ith user interface (keyboard and  monitor). In some 
cases, a satellite m odem  m ay be included to send hourly system  health and activity 
updates to the fishery or m onitoring agency. Ancillary sensors used in some 
applications m ay include radio frequency identification (RFID) tag readers and net 
p inger hydrophones.

The control centre is usually located on the bridge w ith w iring to all sensors, cameras, 
and to the ship 's electrical pow er (DC or AC). The control centre m onitors system 
performance, records tim e-stam ped sensor and video data alongside GPS 
coordinates, and provides a continuous display of EM system  status and on-deck 
activity for the wheelhouse crew. All data are recorded on a h igh-capadty hard  drive 
that is retrieved w hen the fishing vessel returns to port. Wireless transm ission of EM 
data has not been em ployed (w ith the exception of brief satellite updates) because 
data volum es are very large, and therefore not suitable for real-time reporting.



T able 5.1. Sum m ary o f electronic m onitoring (EM) stu d ies b y  A rchipelago M arine Research Ltd. (Source: M cElderry, 2008.) M onitoring  application: EM = Effort M onitoring; 
CM  = Catch M onitoring; D M  = D iscard M onitoring; CH = Catch H andling; PS = Protected Species; M P = M itigation  Practices.

Year Region Flshery/specles Gear Client Monitoring application Vessels Days Status

1999 Canada BC Area A Crab Trap Trap Area A Crab Association EM, CM, DM, CH, PS, MP 50 2500 Adopted

2002 Canada BC Salmon Seine Seine Fisheries and Oceans Canada EM 1 19 Pilot
2003 Canada BC Halibut Longline Longline Fisheries and Oceans Canada/Pacific Halibut Management 

Association
EM, DM, CH, PS, MP 19 459 Pilot

2003 Canada BC Salmon Troll Troll Fisheries and Oceans Canada EM, CM, DM, PS 4 60 Pilot
2003 Canada BC Prawn Trap Trap Fisheries and Oceans Canada/Pacific Prawn Fishermen 's Association EM, CM 1 60 Pilot

2005 Canada BC Groundfish Longline Longline Fisheries and Oceans Canada/BC Commercial Integ. Groundfish 
Society

EM 230 12 000 Adopted

2006 Canada BC Midwater Trawl (hake) Trawl Fisheries and Oceans Canada EM, CM 35 2500 Adopted
2007 Canada BC Inshore Trawl (groundfish) Trawl Fisheries and Oceans Canada/ BC Commercial Integ. Groundfish 

Society
EM, DM 12 1000 Adopted

2002,2009 USA (Alaska) Alaska Halibut Longline Demersal Longline International Pacific Halibut Commission EM, CM, DM 2 120 Pilot

2003 USA (Alaska) Alaska Groundfish Factory Trawl Trawl National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) EM, CM, DM, PS, MP 5 200 Pilot
2005,2007 USA (Alaska) Alaska Rockflsh Trawl Trawl Groundfish Data Bank EM, PS, MP 10 40 Pilot
2006-11 USA (Alaska) Alaska Groundfish Factory Trawl Factory Trawl US Seafoods EM, DM 8 1600 Adopted

2006-07 USA (California) California Drift Gillnet 
(swordfish)

Drift Gillnet National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) EM, CM 5 58 Pilot

2007-10 USA (California) California Groundfish Fixed Gear Longline/Trap The Nature Conservancy EM, CM, DM, PS, MP 4 200 Pilot
2007-11 USA (Florida) Gulf of Mexico Snapper/Grouper 

Longline
Demersal Longline National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) EM, CM, DM, PS 6 250 Pilot

2008 USA (Hawaii) Hawaii Pelagic Longline 
(tuna/swordflsh)

Pelagic Longline Western Pacific Regional Fishery Management Council EM, CM, DM, PS 4 250 Pilot

2010 USA (N. Carolina) South Atlantic Snapper/Grouper Longllne/Bandlt University of North Carolina EM, CM, PS, MP 6 250 Pilot
2004,2007 USA (New England) New England Fixed Gear (cod, 

haddock)
Longline Cape Cod Hook Fishermen’s Association (CCCHFA) EM, CM, DM 4 50 Pilot

2007 USA (New England) New England Herring Small Mesh Trawl Cape Cod Hook Fishermen’s Association (CCCHFA) EM, CM, DM 1 10 Pilot

2010,2011 USA (New England) New England Groundfish Trawl/Glllnet/Longllne National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) EM, CM, DM, PS 10 800 Pilot
2002,2005- 
2010

USA(WA/0R) WOC MldwaterTrawl Shorebased 
Hake

MldwaterTrawl National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) EM, CM, DM, PS 30 1500 Adopted

2008 EU (Denmark) North Sea Groundfish Trawl/Seine/Gillnet National Institute for Aquatic Resources (DTU Aqua) EM, DM 20 3000 Adopted

2010 EU (England) North Sea Groundfish Trawl/Seine Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science (CEFAS) EM, DM 12 1800 Adopted
2010 EU (England) Irish Sea Groundfish Trawl Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science (CEFAS) EM, DM 5 500 Adopted
2011 EU (Germany) North Sea Groundfish Trawl/Gillnet VTI Baltic, Kutterfisch/ WWF Germany EM, DM 6 600 Pilot

2011 EU (Netherlands) North Sea Groundfish Trawl/Seine IMARES/VisNed EM, DM 2 300 Pilot



Year
2009
2008
2005

2005
2005

2005

2009
2010
2010

2011
2003
2003

2007
2007
2008

2011

Region Flshery/specles Gear Client Monitoring application Vessels Days
EU (Scotland) North Sea Groundfish Trawl/Seine/Gillnet The Scottish Government EM, DM 25 4000
EU (Sweden) North Sea Groundfish Trawl/Seine/Gillnet Swedish Board of Fisheries EM, DM 250
Australia South Australia Shark Gillnet Australian Fisheries Management Authority (AFMA) EM, DM 16

Australia HIMI Toothfish Longline Australian Fisheries Management Authority (AFMA) EM, PS 48
Australia Eastern Tuna Billfish Longline Australian Fisheries Management Authority (AFMA) EM, PS 40

Australia Tasmania Small Pelagios 
(redbait, mackerel)

MidwaterTrawl Australian Fisheries Management Authority (AFMA) EM 42

Australia Eastern Tuna Billfish Pelagic Longline Australian Fisheries Management Authority (AFMA) EM, PS 1500
Australia Northern Prawn Fishery Trawl Australian Fisheries Management Authority (AFMA) EM, CM, DM, PS 50
Australia Pilbara (West Australia)Trawl 

(snapper)
Trawl Australian Fisheries Management Authority (AFMA) EM, PS 70

Australia South Australia Shark Gillnet Australian Fisheries Management Authority (AFMA) EM In progress
New Zealand Inshore Groundfish Setnet Gillnet Seafood Industry Council (SeaFIC) EM, PS 82
New Zealand Hoki MidwaterTrawl MidwaterTrawl Hoki/Squid Fishery Management Company Ltd. EM, CM, PS, MP 31

New Zealand Pelagic Longline (tuna) Longline Ministry of Fisheries/Department of Conservation EM, PS, MP 60
New Zealand Demersal Longline (groundfish) Longline Ministry of Fisheries/Department of Conservation EM, CM, DM, PS, MP 50
New Zealand Inshore Trawl (groundfish) Trawl New Zealand Department of Conservation EM, CM, PS, MP 800

New Zealand Inshore Snapper Demersal Longline New Zealand Department of Conservation EM, CM, PS, MP In progress

M onitoring application: EM = Effort Monitoring; CM = Catch M onitoring; D M  = Discard Monitoring; CEI = Catch Elandling; PS = Protected Species; MP = M itigation Practices.
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Figure 5.4. Schem atic o f an electronic m onitoring system  illustrates the m ain com ponents and  
typical p lacem ent on  a fish in g  vesse l.

The GPS receiver is m ounted in the vessel rigging or on a cabin ceiling away from 
other electronics, w here it can provide independent inform ation on vessel position, 
speed, heading, and time. The electronic pressure transducer is installed on the 
supply side of the hydraulic system  and  indicates w hen hydraulic equipm ent 
(winches, pum ps, lifts, etc.) is operating. A n optical sensor is m ounted on winches to 
detect their activity. CCTV cameras are m ounted to the vessel standing structure in 
locations that provide unobstructed views of key fishing activities, such as hauling, 
sorting, processing, and discards. Some cameras m ay be configured to provide a 
w ide overview  of deck activity, w hereas others provide a close-up view  of key areas 
or activities (for example, to aid in species identification at the discard chute).

The EM system  is designed to operate continuously throughout the fishing trip, 
starting autom atically w hen pow ered, resum ing functions after a pow er interruption, 
and restarting itself in  the event of a software lockup. EM sensor data are recorded 
continuously for the entire fishing trip, w ith a typical frequency of one data line per 
10 s interval. The data storage requirem ent for sensor data is about 0.5 Mb per day.

Image data are generally recorded according to various selectable cri teri ¿i. Com mon 
configurations include continuous recording while the vessel is not in port, recording 
only during fishing operations (as sensed by hydraulic or w inch sensor activity), or 
recording from  the start of the first fishing event until the vessel returns to port. The 
EM system  records im agery from  up  to four cameras at selectable recording rates, 
ranging from  1 to 30 fps (frames per second). All recorded images include a text 
overlay indicating vessel name, date, time, and position.

D ata capacity requirem ents for image files vary according to frame rates, the num ber 
of active cameras, recording specifications, and image com pression (Codec) settings. 
Image files are m uch larger than  sensor data files, ranging from  100 to m ore than 
1000 Mb per camera per hour. The commercial availability of inexpensive high 
capacity (500 Gb) hard  drives allows sufficient data storage for m ost m onitoring 
applications.

The EM system  provides a com prehensive sensor and im age data record of the 
fishing trip. D ata analysis is prim arily concerned w ith  integrity and quality of the 
data, then w ith the specific m onitoring objectives. Sensor data are interpreted using a 
tem poral and spatial display (Figure 5.5) to determ ine the tim e and location of fishing
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and other vessel activities during the fishing trip. Next, im age data are in terpreted  to 
m ake specific observations on a range of issues, as explained in Section 5.6.2).

Figure 5.5. P lot sh o w in g  setting and  h au lin g  activ ities on a ground fish  lo n g lin e  v esse l. T he tim e- 
series (top) depicts v e sse l sp eed , drum  (w inch) rotations, and  hydraulic pressure. T he m ap  
(bottom ) d isp lays a GPS p lo t ind ica tin g  the v esse l cruise track, and the location  o f gear setting  
and h au lin g  activities.

The EM data analysis varies according to the fishery m onitoring objectives, image 
quality, and quantity of data. Sensor data are usually in terpreted  rapidly, typically 
requiring only a few hours to review an entire two-week fishing trip. Image 
interpretation is m ore complex to process, bu t can generally be perform ed at rates 
m uch low er than  the actual elapsed time. EM im age files can be readily p layed on 
m ost standard  Microsoft W indows-based m edia player software products. The 
complexity lies w ith  m ultiple camera views that m ust be played synchronously for a 
reviewer to fully interpret vessel activities. Using catch census on the British 
Columbia groundfish longline fishery as an example, im age processing can be done 
at ca. 60% of real time, whereas m onitoring deploym ent of seabird m itigation devices 
can take less than 10% of real time.

5.6.3 EM and suitability for fisheries monitoring 

5.6 .3 .1  Pros an d  cons of EM

The advantages and disadvantages of electronic m onitoring need to be com pared 
w ith observer program m es -  the only other m ethod that provides credible and 
trustw orthy data. Table 5.2 outlines the pros and cons of EM against the observer 
alternative in term s of operational issues and m onitoring efficacy. It offers a 
compelling advantage in term s of cost and labour requirem ents; for example, 
observer costs are m ore than  three times the cost of EM in British Colum bia 
groundfish fisheries; the m ethods require 14 h  vs. 2.5 h  of program  labour per sea 
day, respectively (McElderry, 2008).
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T able 5.2. Electronic M onitoring vs. O b servers-P ros and Cons (from  M cElderry and G islason  (in  
press)).

Operational Issues EM Pros/Cons Relative to Observers

1. Vessel suitability Pro • EM on-vessel space requirement is much less (observers require ample accommodation
and workspace)

2. Intmslveness Pro • EM is less Intrusive than observers; does not disrupt crew dynamics
• EM does not slow on-board handling and processing

3. Equipment reliability Con • EM equipment can break down

4. Equipment tampering Con • EM equipment can be made tamper-resistant and tamper-evident, but not tamper-proof
• Regulatory system needs to recognize and penalize tampering

5. Data credibility Pro • 100% observer coverage Is required to prevent “observer bias” (i.e. strategic behaviour of
skippers on observed trips), but there also are logistical issues to getting observers on
board scheduled trips (e.g. weather-related events)

• EM offers more precise recording of time and location
6. Observer reliability Pro • Unlike a person, an EM camera does not get sick
7. Viewscape Pro • EM provides multiple views of a vessel simultaneously, whereas an observer can only be

in one place at a time and requires rest periods

Monitoring efficacy

8. Continuous, permanent Pro • Fishing event Imagery can be sampled or reviewed in full
record • Reviewers have a range of playback controls, such as speed, replay, frame capture, etc.,

to optimize viewing conditions
• An observer has one chance to record a fishing event

9. Species Identification Con • Observers are better positioned to distinguish hard-to-ldentlfy species, but EM Is good for
most species

• Number of cameras and quality of camera placement affects EM resolution
• EM performs betterwhen catch is landed in a serial manner (e.g. groundfish trawl can

present challenges)

10. Catch volumes Con • EM can only record catch in pieces, not weight
• Observers have a better opportunity to weigh the catch

11. Real-time capability Con • Observer data can be in real time, EM cannot

Cost

12. Cost-effective Pro • EM is 1/3 or less the cost of 100% observer programme in most applications
• An EM programme requires less labour

Other

13. Health and safety Pro • EM can alleviate health and safety concerns tied to an observer being aboard a fishing
vessel

14. Biosampling Con • Observers can do biosampling, EM cannot

Often, catch m onitoring is the m ost im portant inform ation objective in a fishery 
m onitoring program m e. At-sea m onitoring program m es generally docum ent catch 
by species and quantity, including both retained and discarded catch. The use of EM 
for catch m onitoring has been exam ined in  a num ber of studies, and its efficacy 
depends on several factors. Catch quantities, species distinctiveness, fishing method, 
and on-board handling practices determ ine w hether or not catch can be reliably 
determ ined from  EM im age data. Further, the num ber of cameras and their 
placem ent affect image resolution and complexity, and consequently the ease w ith 
w hich the im agery can be interpreted.

Fishing gears such as longline and gillnet receive their catch aboard in  a serial 
m anner, and m ultiple cameras can be set up  to observe catch as it moves through the 
retrieval process. Retrieval rates are generally slow, w ith crew rem oving catch items 
from  the gear. Demersal longline fishing usually uses short (<0.5 m) branch lines, and
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nearly all catch items are brought to or over the rail (Figure 5.6). Gillnet gear is 
similarly conducive to m onitoring by EM, because catch items can be counted and 
identified as they are disentangled from  the gear. Pelagic longline fishing, which 
em ploys m uch longer branch lines (3-5  m) and a m ore involved landing process, is 
m ore complicated to m onitor, w ith  the possibility of certain species being released 
before coming into camera view.

Figure 5.6. Exam ple EM  camera v ie w  from  a lo n g lin e  v esse l sh o w in g  each in d iv id u a l fish  as it  is 
h au led  from  the w ater and  onto the v esse l, a llo w in g  for rapid id en tifica tion  o f the species.

The use of EM to m onitor catch w ith  trap  fishing m ay also be complex. In some cases, 
trap  contents are em ptied into a hopper from  w hich it is sorted and processed. If the 
hopper is not cleared betw een trap hauls, it m ay be difficult to count catch contents 
on a trap-by-trap basis. The best solution is to position a camera over the point w here 
catch is rem oved from  the hopper and  to census catch from  this control point. This 
m ethod m ay require a change in crew behaviour to ensure that all trap  contents are 
placed in the hopper and all catch pass by the control point. An example of trap 
fishing is show n in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7. Exam ple EM camera v iew s from  a BC sa b le fish  trap v esse l sh o w in g  (upper left) trap 
h au lin g  and  fish  hopper, (low er left) census control p o in t w h ere a crew  m em ber rem oves fish  
from  hopper, and (right), a close-up  v ie w  o f the discard chute.

Fishing gears such as seines and traw lnets bring catch aboard en masse, m aking it 
difficult to determ ine catch composition, unless the catch can be directed past a 
specific control point, for example, a fish chute or conveyor, w here individual catch 
items can be recognized; however, in m any instances, the quantities of fish are too 
large for this to be practical. Cam era positions on traw lers generally provide wide- 
angle views of the entire fishing deck, m aking it difficult to recognize specific 
elements of the catch. Generally, EM is not used to completely census catch in traw l 
fisheries because of the large quantities associated w ith each fishing event.

W hen cameras are positioned so that they provide close-up views of catch items, EM 
generally provides sufficient resolution to identify catch species, although observers 
are better able to identify catch to species level, particularly species that are 
uncom m on or closely resemble each other. For catch quantification, EM probably 
does the better job, because retrieval events are easier to observe from  images w here 
viewing speed can be adjusted as necessary, halted to provide the viewer w ith rest 
breaks, or replayed to double-check interpretations. The perm anent data record also 
allows images from  the same events to be exam ined m ore than  once.

EM can be reliable for m onitoring catch utilization, provided that fish handling 
operations occur w ithin the cam era's field of view. Receiving fish under camera but 
discarding them  over the other side of the vessel, or later w hen the cameras are 
sw itched off, w ould  not be detected, w hereas observers can more easily m onitor 
these events.
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5.6.4 Catch handling

Some fisheries prescribe particular m ethods for on-board catch handling to ensure 
bycatch viability and proper catch accounting. EM has been tested successfully in a 
variety of instances, such as seine fisheries involving special brailing requirem ents; 
longline and  traw l fisheries requiring m easurem ent of catch prior to release (Figure 
5.8); and factory traw l fisheries, w here the observer requires assurance that catch is 
not sorted prior to sampling. EM provides m ultiple sim ultaneous views that m ake it 
easier to m onitor large, complex operations. The m ain shortcom ing of EM is the 
difficulty of providing camera coverage of all areas on a fishing vessel w here catch 
handling occurs (although new er EM systems address this by supporting additional 
cameras). Also, some catch-handling requirem ents m ay be veiy subtle, and m ay be 
difficult or time consum ing to detect.

Figure 5.8. A  spatial p lo t sh o w in g  v esse l cruise track from  a sa lm on  se in e  f ish in g  trip. The cruise  
track is sh o w n  in  red; hydraulic pressure sp ik es corresponding to n et retrieval are sh o w n  in  b lue.

5.6.5 Fishing methods

Vessel activity determ ined from  sensor data and  confirmed by camera images can be 
used to accurately position fishing activities and m onitor compliance w ith area 
closures, m arine protected areas, and other area restrictions (Figure 5.9). The same 
inform ation can be applied to gear-control m easures, such as the am ount of gear, 
soak limits, tem poral and spatial gear restrictions, deploym ent of m itigation devices, 
and other applications. The incorporation of RFID technology provides an effective 
approach to m onitoring the use of trap  and  other fishing gear.
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Figure 5.9. Exam ple EM camera v iew s from  a trawl v esse l sh o w in g  (left) c lose-u p  v ie w  o f the  
discard chute and (right) com plete v ie w  o f the fish in g  deck.

5 .6 .ó Protected-species interaction

Protected species include threatened or endangered species of m arine mammals, 
seabirds, and sea turtles. Protected species interact w ith fisheries in a variety of ways, 
including directly as catch, or sim ply being in  the vicinity of fishing operations w here 
they m ay be harm ed. M any at-sea m onitoring program m es concentrate on 
m onitoring protected-species interaction, and fisheiy coverage can be problem atic 
because encounter rates are often low. The use of EM for protected-species 
m onitoring has been proposed as a m ore cost-effective way of achieving desired 
coverage levels. Catch interaction of protected species can often be easily detected 
using EM, if the species are brought w ithin camera view. As these items are often 
distinct from  the target catch, im age-review times m ay be veiy fast, particularly if the 
only purpose of catch m onitoring is to m onitor protected-species captures.

The use of EM for non-catch-related protected-species interaction is less clear. Seabird 
interaction w ith traw l w arps can be characterized bu t are difficult to quantify. More 
general m onitoring of protected-species presence in the vicinity of fishing vessels can 
be difficult because im age resolution is poor. The com bined m otion of the vessel and 
water, and the lack of a fixed visual reference (i.e. a horizon), create viewing 
conditions in  w hich it is difficult to resolve animals. EM w ould also not be veiy 
useful for m onitoring deck landings of seabirds because of the num ber of cameras 
required to m onitor areas w here seabirds could board.

5.6.7 Mitigation measures

M itigation m easures are designed to limit protected-species interaction w ith fishing 
vessels. These m easures m ay include specific devices such as net pingers, seabird 
stream er lines, and  escape panels. EM is particularly useful w ith devices such as 
stream er lines because their effectiveness can be easily assessed from  images played 
back m uch faster than  real time. Similarly, a hydrophone can be used to m onitor 
acoustic effectiveness of m arine-m am m al-deterring net pingers. In contrast, traw l 
escape grids m ay be m ore difficult because EM can confirm placem ent (prior to 
deploym ent) bu t not performance.

M itigation m easures m ay also include procedures such as restrictions on the 
discharge of offal, or w here and w hen fishing gear m ay be operated. M itigation 
through restrictions on fishing gear has been covered previously.
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5 .6 .8  C onclusion

Video-based electronic m onitoring has proven to be a practical and cost-effective 
alternative to traditional observer-based m ethods for a w ide range of fisheries and 
gear types. At approxim ately one-third the cost of an observer, an EM program m e 
can be used in place of an at-sea observer program m e or as part of an integrated 
fishery m onitoring initiative in  conjunction w ith at-sea observers, dockside observers, 
logbooks, and haii program s. A large vessel now  has the option of im plem enting a 
m ulticam era system, or combining an at-sea observer w ith EM, in w hich the EM 
system  w ould  assum e catch reporting duties, freeing the observer for more 
specialized tasks such as biological sampling, weighing, analysis, and interpretation.

As a compact, autom ated solution, electronic m onitoring is proving to be a 
particularly attractive alternative for sm aller to m id-sized vessels w here observer- 
based m onitoring can be too costly or impractical owing to space restrictions, lim ited 
resources, or other logistical concerns. As the technology evolves, EM users can 
expect to benefit from  enhanced reliability, sharper imagery, and  greater data 
storage.

By providing an efficient and affordable m eans to gather and analyse fishing activity 
data, video-based electronic m onitoring is providing progressive fisheries w ith  the 
tools to ensure a level playing field across all vessels, and to support sustainable 
resource-m anagem ent initiatives on a fleet-wide basis.

5.7 Habitat classification

5.7 .1  Benthic

The application of optics to seabed classification has largely been a m atter of 
collecting images of the seabed and using them  for classification. The num ber of 
classifications and their descriptions depend on the location and purpose of the 
classification. One purpose that is becoming m ore im portant is m onitoring to observe 
any long-term  changes, especially for critical habitat, such as coral reefs and seagrass 
beds.

The advantage of underw ater cameras is that the high resolution that can be obtained 
provides very detailed inform ation (Figures 5.10 and 5.11), and they can be used at 
any depth. They have been used in studies of coral reefs (I. Williams et al., 2001; 
Edm unds, 2002; Lirm an et ah, 2007), and  for all habitat types (Rosenkranz et ah, 2008). 
For shallow corals, nearly the same level of detail can be obtained at higher speed 
from  a surface vessel (Riegl et ah, 2001). Larger areas can also be classified quickly 
using a com bination of acoustics and  underw ater video (Rooper and Zim merm ann, 
2007; Holm es et ah, 2008). U nder the right conditions, LLS imagers can provide m ore 
detailed inform ation than  simple underw ater cameras (Am end et ah, 2007).
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Figure 5.10. U nderw ater im ages o f coral and  seagrass. (Im ages courtesy o f the N O A A  O nlin e  
P hoto Library.)

Figure 5.11. U nderw ater im age o f organism s on a rocky reef. (Im age courtesy o f H. S in gh , W oods  
H ole O ceanographic Institution .)

One example is the M areano program m e, in  w hich the seabed of northern  N orw ay 
was explored using video and m ultibeam  surveys to assess the distribution of 
m egafauna and examine associations of benthic organism s w ith  their physical 
environm ent (Buhl-M ortensen et al., 2009). The study area was initially d ivided into 
ten m arine landscapes, based on seabed m orphology and  general w ater-m ass 
distribution. In total, 195 taxa were observed during video recordings. The largest 
num ber of taxa was found w ithin fjord/coast and upper-slope landscapes.
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M ultivariate statistical m ethods were used to relate bottom  environm ent and 
taxonom ic com position and to find the relation betw een faunal groups and 
landscapes.

For shallow-water habitats, airborne and satellite images can provide inform ation 
over large areas. The resolution that can be achieved, of course, is generally less than 
that of in-water images. This technique has been used for shallow coral reefs (Murnby 
et ah, 1998; Cuevas-Jimenez et ah, 2002; A rm strong et ah, 2006) and seagrass beds 
(Dierssen et ah, 2003; Holmes et ah, 2007). To cover even larger areas, satellite images 
have been used for both corals (Palandro et ah, 2003; Benfield et ah, 2007) and seagrass 
(Ferguson and Korfmacher, 1997; M urnby and Edwards, 2002). H yperspectral images 
are able to provide even m ore inform ation about w ater depth  and type of vegetation 
than  standard  three-colour images (Alberotonza et ah, 1999).

5.7.2 Pelagic

The pelagic habitat is characterized by w ater tem perature, salinity, nutrient levels, 
light levels, and productivity. Several of these can be estim ated remotely by passive 
optical m ethods. The prim ary application of these m ethods has been global m apping 
of the pelagic habitat from  space using tw o types of im aging radiom eters. The first 
uses m id- or far-infrared to m easure SST. The second uses a com bination of visible 
and near-infrared to m easure ocean colour and derived quantities. Examples of 
routinely m easured param eters from  orbiting optical imagers are listed in Table 5.3. 
These are mainly products from  the m oderate resolution im aging spectroradiom eter 
(MODIS) on the A qua satellite, although one example is from  the Sea-viewing Wide 
Field-of-view Sensor (SeaWIFS) on OrbView-2.

T able 5.3. Exam ples o f ocean param eters routinely  m easured from  satellite-b ased  optical 
radiom eters (http://oceancolour.gsfc.nasa.gov/PR O D U C T S/).

Parameter Optical wavelengths (nm) Instrument

Sea surface temperature (SSI) 4000 ,11000 MODIS

Normalized water-leaving radiance 412,443,488 ,531 ,551 ,667 MODIS

Chlorophyll a Various combinations of water-leaving radiance wavelengths MODIS

Diffuse-attenuation coefficient 490 MODIS

Photosynthetlcally active radiation (PAR) 400-700 SeaWIFS

Primary productivity Those for SST, Chi a, and PAR MODIS

A lthough tem perature profiles cannot be obtained from  space, SST estim ates are 
routinely produced from  infrared radiom eters in orbit. Figure 5.12 shows an example 
of global SST from  the 11 pm  im aging radiom eter that is part of MODIS. These 
images are 2007 seasonal averages w ith spatial resolution of 4 km. Shorter averages 
begin to develop data gaps, depending on orbital characteristics and cloud cover.

http://oceancolour.gsfc.nasa.gov/PRODUCTS/
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Figure 5.12. Sea surface tem perature (SST) averaged over sum m er 2007. (Source: A qua M O D IS

The first orbiting ocean-colour sensor was the Coastal Zone Colour Scanner launched 
in 1978. This was very successful, and  a host of other instrum ents followed. There are 
currently nine operational sensors. The prim ary product of these instrum ents is the 
w ater-leaving radiance at a variety of wavelengths across the visible and  near

inform ation on sensors and products is available from  the International Ocean Colour 
C oordinating G roup (http://www .ioccg.org/), together w ith an extensive database of 
ocean-colour publications.

One of the m ost robust products of the ocean-colour im agers is the chlorophyll a 
concentration in surface waters. Figure 5.13 presents an example of a seasonal 
average from  the MODIS im ager on the A qua satellite. Plankton blooms are clear in 
the northern  sum m er. A lthough chlorophyll concentration is a useful tool for 
understanding the spatial and tem poral distribution of productivity in  the ocean, it is 
not the only factor. Q uantitative estimates of prim ary productivity are obtained from  
remotely sensed estimates of chlorophyll, irradiance, and tem perature (Campbell et 
a l, 2002).

Salinity cannot be m easured by remote optical techniques. However, some indication 
can be obtained w here there is a strong correlation betw een salinity and  some other 
quantifiable factor. An example w ould  be the observation of fresh river plum es using 
optical estimates of suspended sediments, which are available from  orbiting ocean- 
colour imagers like MODIS. The same applies to the remote m easurem ent of nutrient 
levels in the water.

11 p m  data.)

infrared. From these data, products like those listed in Table 5.3 can be derived. More

http://www.ioccg.org/
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Figure 5.13. C h lorophyll a  concentrations averaged over sum m er 2007. (Source: A q ua M O D IS  
ocean-colour data.)
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6 Recommendations

We do not recom m end the establishm ent of an ICES working group on optical 
technologies at this time. M any optical techniques that have been developed for other 
applications can be applied directly to fisheries and  to fishery-oceanography 
problem s w ith little modification. Continued developm ent in optical techniques will 
benefit fishery applications w ithout direction from  the fishery community.

We do recom m end a larger involvem ent of the optics com m unity in the W orking 
G roup on Fisheiy Acoustics Science and Technology (WGFAST). The combined 
pow er of acoustics and optics has been dem onstrated in  a num ber of areas, and we 
expect m ore com bined studies in future. There are tw o areas combining acoustics and 
optics that are particularly promising:

1 ) A remotely located camera system  (e.g. towed, AUV, ROV) com bined w ith
acoustic surveys. In principle, this could provide species identification and 
inform ation about fish length and  orientation needed to estim ate TS while 
underw ay. W ith this information, few, if any, traw ls w ould  be needed to 
support the acoustic survey.

2 ) An adaptive survey for epipelagic species that uses an aerial survey w ith
lidar and photography to direct an acoustic survey so that the surface 
vessel time is concentrated in the m ost im portant regions. This technique 
w ould  provide a survey w ith  lower overall cost and greater precision than 
an acoustic survey alone. H ow  well this will w ork for any particular 
species will depend on the depth  distribution of that species (Lo et ah, 
2000).
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9 Abbreviations and acronyms

ADCP acoustic D oppler current profiler

AUV autonom ous underw ater vehicle

BRD by catch reduction device

CCD charge-coupled device

CCTV closed circuit television

CMOS com plem entary m etal oxide semiconductor

CV coefficient of variation

DEM digital-elevation m ap

DSLR digital single-lens reflex

DVL D oppler velodm eter log

EM video-based electronic m onitoring

EMCCD electron m ultiplying charge-coupled device

EXIF exchangeable im age file format

FILLS fluorescent imaging laser line scanning

FLIR forward-looking infrared imaging systems

FLOE Fish Lidar, Oceanic, Experimental (N O A A's airborne fish lidar)

fps frames per second

GigE Gigabyte Ethernet

GIS geographic inform ation system

GOOS Global Ocean Observing System

GPS global positioning system

GPSTime GPS time-string

GUI graphical user interface

HD high definition

HDi interlaced high definition

HDp progressive high definition

HID high-intensity-discharge

HiPaP high-predsion acoustic positioning

ICCD intensified charge-coupled device

INS inertial navigation system

IOOS Integrated Ocean Observing System

IR infrared
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ISIT intensified silicon intensifier-target

JAI Joint Architectural Intelligence (www.jai.com)

JPEG joint photographic experts group

LBL long baseline (a positioning system)

LED light-em itting diode

LLS laser line scanning

LOPC laser optical plankton counter

MEMS microelectromechanical system

MODIS m oderate resolution im aging spectoradiom eter

NMEA National M arine Electronics Association

NOAA National Oceanic and Atm ospheric A dm inistration (USA)

NTSC National Television System Committee

OBIS Ocean Biogeographic Inform ation System

PAL phase alternating line (video standard)

PAR photosynthetically active radiation

PHILLS portable hyper-spectral im ager for low-light spectroscopy

PINRO Knipovich Polar Research Institute of M arine Fisheries and
Oceanography (Russia)

QE quantum  efficiency

RFID radio frequency identification

RMS root m ean squared

ROV remotely operated vehicle

SBL short baseline

SeaWIFS Sea-viewing W ide Field-of-view Sensor

SIT silicon intensifier-target

SLR single-lens reflex

SST sea surface tem perature

TS target strength

USBL ultra-short baseline

VICASS video im age capturing and sizing system

VMS Vision M easurem ent System

WGFAST ICES W orking G roup on Fishery Acoustics Science and Technology

http://www.jai.com
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10 Websites

Calibration toolbox

http://www .vision.caltech.edu/bouguetj/calib_doc/ 

Commercial camera company 

www .pco.de 

Geometric software

www.geom soft.com  

International Ocean Colour C oordination Group 

http://www .ioccg.org/

Joint Architectural Intelligence 

www.jai.com 

NASA ocean color website

http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/

Ocean Research and Conservation Association 

http://oceanrecon.org/

Scientific CMOS technology 

w w w .sdm os.com

http://www.vision.caltech.edu/bouguetj/calib_doc/
http://www.pco.de
http://www.geomsoft.com
http://www.ioccg.org/
http://www.jai.com
http://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/
http://oceanrecon.org/
http://www.sdmos.com

